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Chapter 1.
Introduction*
Natural garnet crystals are widely distributed in
igneous rocks, and good single crystals have long been
prized as semi-precious stones* They are mentioned* for
instance, in the biblical book of ftxodus as one of the
twelve stones which represented the twelve Tribes of Israel
on the breastplate worn lay the Priests*
They heve the general composition
but often contain FeII,FeIII f ltoII ,Cr111 or TiIV as well*
Another mineral, cryolithionite NagAlgddF^)^, also
crystallises in the garnet structure, suggesting that a
wide variety of compounds with the some general formula
might exist with garnet structure, assuming that overall
charge neutrality were possible, and elements appropriate
to the various lattice site sizes end co-ordination were
present* Thus, for instance, Yoder and Keith (1951) replaoed
eoual mole mounts of Ito11 and Si17 by T111 end Al111
respectively in i.!n3Al2 (Si04)3 to make a series of mixed
garnets. They also prepared the end-member of this series,
T3Alg(A104 )3, now known as yttrium aluminium garnet (YA1G).
Independently of this work, and of each other, Berteut
and Forrat (1956) and Oeller and Gilleo (1957) discovered
that the apparently anomalous magnetic properties of some
mixed oxide systems could be explained t$r the presence in
them of a phase with garnet structure, Y3I»2 (Fe04)3 ,yttrium
iron garnet (TIG)* The seme authors also discovered the
series of rare earth iron, aluminium end gallium gerneta*
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Various authors soon demonstrated that the garnets are
capable of a bewildering array of substitutions (see, for
instance, (Seller,I960)* Besides yttrium,the rare earths
and the ions found in natural garnets, G«i,Sr,Ba,Zn,Ni,
Sn,Ge,Sc,In car; all be introduced Into the garnets, either
partially or completely occupying one or more of the cation
lattice sites.
i
A number of these compounds have interesting magnetic
properties, particularly the rare earth and yttrium iron
garnets, which are ferrlmagnetle.
Wolf (1961) has listed the properties desirable in a
group of fexrimagnetic compounds suitable for detailed
physical research!
(1) Strong editiferromagnetic coupling between
neighbouring inequlvalent magnetic ions*
(li) Well-defined, regular and preferably simple
crystal structure.
(Ill) One-to-one relationship between the different
crystal sites and type* of constituent ions*
(iv) Unique valency for each type of ion present,
with accurate control of valency in the method of preparation*
(v) A simple method for growing large and perfect
single crystals.
(vl) A wide range of compositions possible for the sane
structure in order to very the M^riotic properties.
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Of the known types of ferrimagnetic compounds, the
gemets some closest to fulfilling these requirements.
Although their structure is well-defined and regular, it is
rather complicated, and the detailed positicms of the oxygen
ions in the unit cell are defined toy structure parameters
which oust be determined separately for each compound*
The only iron garnet likely to present valency troubles is
terbium iron garnet which migjht contain a certain percentage
of Tb1* and Fe11. The major problem was (v).
The rare earth iron and gallium garnets are
inoongruently melting, and oan only be crystallised £rom the
melt (ty Stockbarger or Vemeuil techniques, for instance)
\ay means of elaborate seeding procedures and careful
adjustment of conditions. Even then, the crystals obtained
are of doubtful etoichiometry and poor qpallty (Rudness
and Kebler,196C),
Remeike (1936) had discovered that single crystals of
some ferritee oan be grown ftrcm solution in molten lead
oxide. Hielaen and Dearborn (1958) extended this work to
the production of single crystal yttrium and rare earth iron
gamete* Tiny investigated the phase relationships of the
system PbQ-TegOg-Y^a and flbowed that the process is not
simply deposition from solution, since other phases
er* Pr*°^P^eted in addition to the garnet*
The magnetoplumbite is in fact the primary phase.
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Nielsen (1960) found that bigger and better crystals
are obtained from a mixture of lead oxide and lead fluorlde
as flux. It is perhaps symptomatic of the present state of
understanding of crystal growth from the flux that Nielsen *s
reasons for adding FbFg to the melt were partly founded on
an inaccurate published phase diagram which indicated that
there is no compound formed between PbO and Fbfgt Some
part of the improvement seems to result from the greatly
reduced viscosity of the oxide-fluoride flux, but owing
to the complication of the system, no full phase investigation
has been made*
There is no obvious reason why this flux in particular
should be so effective, but no other flux which has been
tried for growing ferrites, garnets or other refractory
oxide crystals seems to be as good, thougfr large crystals
of aluminium oxide can be obtained from FbFg melts* Amongst
other flux materials which have been tried are BigO^NaF,
NaB^O^H^C^fKClyPbtBOg^ and various mixtures, for
instance, NaF plus NaB^O^*
Thus, the garnets come very close to being 'ideal 9
ferrimagnetic materials according to Wolf's criteria* As a
result, the garnets have been the subject of a very
substantial volume of research in a number of countries, and
already find commercial applications in microwove technolo^r.
Many physical measurements are discussed in Wolf ,1961, and
also in the proceedings of most recent Conferences on Low
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Temperature Physics,Magnetic Materials and l<!agnetiam. The
ferrlmagnetiam of the rare earth iron garnets reaulta from
the combined effect of the three cation subletticeo, two of
iron iona and one of rare earth ions, in which the two
iron sublotticea align antiparallel to each other (the
situation in 710) while the rare earth aublattice aligna
parallel with one of the iron subl&tticee.
In a aenaef the current work may be regarded aa a
section of a long-term international programme of research
into the magnetic propertied of the gamete. Our pert haa
been to investigate the behaviour of the rare earth
sublettice, and for the aake of simplicity, our meaaurementa
have been made in gamete not complicated by the iron
subletticee, neoely in the garnets containing diamagnetic
aluminium and gallium. Thia theaia la largely concerned with
the preparation of good single eryatala of moat of the
poaaible rare earth aluminium end gallium garnets, and
the measurement of their paramagnetic aueceptibilitiea at
low temperatures. One of theae garnets, dyeproaium aluminium
garnet proved to be very interesting in ita own right, and
haa been the subject of specific heat and magnetic moment
meaaurementa, ea well aa detailed and exhaustive euaceptibility
atudlea. Where appropriate, we have prepared and measured
poly crystalline garnet aanples.
All of these measurements are bulk measurements, and the
behaviour of Individual iona and groups of ione must also be
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studied for a better understanding of the bulk properties*
Therefore9 we have also prepared crystals of diemegnetic
yttrium end lutecium gallium and aluminium garnets doped
the rare earth ions in which electron spin resonance can be
observed, and these have been measured by closely
associated workers* In addition, some specific heat
measurements have been made on polycrystalline garnet samples
(Bailey, unpublished), and crystals have been supplied to
workers in the U.S.A. for optical spectroscopy and #»ray
structural work* The bearing of the work on understanding
i
of the properties of the garnets is discussed in Wolf end
Bozorth (1961),Wolf and Van neck (I960),Wolf (1959),Wolf
(I960),Ball et al. (1961).
Besides the main work on the garnets, the paramagnetic
susceptibilities of a number of other compounds at low
temperatures have been measured. Using the apparatus to be
described in Chapter 4t these measurements can be made
quickly and fairly accurately, and in appropriate cases,
con yield useful information on such diverse topics as
identification of chemical species,analysis of substances
for chemical purity, determination of the strength of the
interactions of magnetic ions in crystals, and survey of the
properties of a family
of compounds in order to select
»
interesting materials for ftirther studies* These measurements
occupy the final two chapters.

Chapter 2.
The Furnace and Control Equipment.
Introduction*
High quality crystals from solution are normally
obtained ty slow deposition of material upon suitable seeds.
The slightly super-saturated solution from which
deposition occurs is obtained in one of a number of ways.
Crystals are frequently obtained from qqueous solution by
slow evaporation of the solvent, and also lay slow cooling
of a solution whose solubility falls with decrease in
temperature. A variant of this latter method makes use of
a temperature gradient within the system,so that one part
of the system contains a store of the material to be
crystallised, and is maintained at a slightly higher
temperature than the pert of the system containing the
seed crystcl* The solvent circulates from the warmer pert,
end becomes slightly super-saturated in the cooler part,
causing the crystal to grow*
The technique for growing garnets from the flux can be
regarded essentially as the method of cooling a solution
slowly, even though the phase relationships involved are
much more complicated than simple deposition from solution.
The actual situation is further complicated by inevitable
evaporation of the solvent during crystallisation, end
in our experimental arrangement, by a temperature gradient
within the system*
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Because of tha technical difficulties of Introducing
i
aaada at tha elevated temperatures involved, it ia
necessary to rely on spontaneous generation of seed
crystals in tha solution aa tha temperature ia lowered*
If tha else of crystals ultimately obtained ia to be
reasonably large, then their number must be relatively
small, that ia, tha solution must not be allowed to
polynucleete through a high degree of auperaaturation*
Thus, a higfr order of temperature stability ia mandatory,
and the furnace control equipment must be of high quality.
The furnaces, on the other hand, must be expendable*
It ia inevitable that considerable amounts of lead oxide
and lead fluorida volatilise during long experiments at
temperatures comparable with their boiling points. These
vapours can also be expected to condense to highly corrosive
liquids on the cooler parts of the furnace. The heating
elements must either be relatively resistant to the
corroaive atmosphere of volatilised lead compounds, or must
alternatively be completely isolated frosn it* In the event
of total orucible failure, which is by no means unknown,
it is essential that tha furnace can be quickly, cheaply
and easily rebuilt if undue deleys are to be avoided.
1310 Furnace.
The furnace was constructed of M.I.2C insulating bricks,
manufactured by Morgan Refractories Limited* These bricks
contain a high percentage of alumtna and will stand temperatures
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of up to 1550°C* They are porous in texture and friable}
hence they ere* vezy easily worked with simple tools* Holes
can be drilled very easily by hand with copper or brass
<,
tubes of appropriate diameter*
A block diagram of the furnace is reproduced as Figure 2*1,
The detailed design is such as to reduce working the bricks
to a miniiauffl. The eight transverse heating elements spen
the furnace through holes drilled in the walls i" below
the roof* The thermocouple sheath is introduced ffcom the
back of the furnace, and is located vex-y slightly below the
elements* Two bricks serve as the door of the furnace , and
the whole construction is lined outside with sheet aluminium,
and held together with a 'Dead. on 1 framework* The working
space inside the furnace measures 9* by 6* by 4**. No
cement is used in the construction! since it is much easier
to replace single flux-deaaaged bricks when no cement is
involved* Any spaces around the element admission holes or
the door are backed with asbestos or silica wool*
The elements chosen are Morgan 'Cxusilite* silicon
carbide elements} which have a maximum working temperature of
about 15CO°C* They are used in sets of eight, wired to give
two parallel series of four elements* % this method, if one
element breaks in the later stages of an experiment, the
remaining set of four is sufficient to provide the necessary
power to maintain the furnace temperature. Power is supplied
through the control equipment (aee below) from a SOB 'Variac*
with a mart mum power rating of 7ikw* The resistance of the
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elements increases ly as much aa a factor of four with age,
so that it must be possible to very the voltage quite
considerably over a period of months to maintain the power*
The alumina aheath which holds the thermocouple is placed
as cloae to the elements aa poaaible to decrease the response
time of the control equipment and minimise the danger of
•hunting1 *
It is inevitable that a furnace of this design should
have a vertical temperature gradient, but far from being
detrimental to good crystal growth, it is actually edventageoue,
since it causes nucleetion to teke place at the bottom of
the crucibles, which are somewhat cooler* If there were no
temperature gradient, nucleation would tend to teke place aa
a result of evaporation of the solvent at the surface, and
experience shows that crystals growing at the surface are of
inferior quality. It ia also probable that the temperature
gradient reduoea the total number of nuclei* Since the garneta
ere less dense than the flux, any nuclei which ere not
attached to the aides or bottom of the crucible tend to float
to the surface of the melt and re-dissolve at the higher
temperature.
Tho Control Souipment*
The control equipment chosen was a 'West Instruments
Gardaman' atepless programme temperature controller* This
conteiaa no aleetronio devices apart from one photo-electric
cell, ensuring reliability of operation, and has sufficient
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adjustment of power output to overcome the considerable
variations in mains voltage during the course of a cooling
run. A block diagram of this equipment is reproduced as
Figure 2*2*
the equipment comprises three main units, the instrument,
the driver and the reactor*
In the instrument unit (Figure 2.3a) the output from
the furnace thermocouple is registered on en indicating
aillivoltmeter calibrated in degrees Centigrade* The cold
Junction of the thermocouple is in an electrically heated
theroostatic bath, maintained at about 40°C. A setting arm
carrying a setting pointer (I) is positioned on the
temperature scale either manually or toy the motion of the
programme cam* Located on this arn are a small light source
(L) and a photo-cell (?) arranged so that the beam from the
light source falls on the sensitive surface of the cell*
As the temperature approaches the desired level, an opaque
flag (F) carried on the milli-voltmeter pointer arm
interrupts the light beam, and the current flowing in the
photo-cell circuit falls*
The instrument also contains (Figure 2*3b) a synchronous
slow speed electric motor and gear train causing the
programme cam to revolve, and a primary magnetic amplifier
for the photo-cell current, The programs cant consists of an
aluminium disc graduated on one side in even divisions of time
whose absolute magnitude depends on the gear train. The cam
is fixed to a mount (M) which also incorporates a small

Galvanometer

Figure 2.3

(A)

TC

(B)
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aide-aim (S) arranged to actuate a micro-switch and stop
the slow speed zaotor at the appropriate point in the cooling
cycle* The cam can be cut to any shape to give spy desired
cooling programme. The shape of the cam is followed tjy a
tracidtag arm (A) and the temperature range of the programme
is varied lay means of a setting control (H)»
The amplified photo-cell current is fed to the driver
unit* This contains en indicator which shows the percentage
of power being supplied to the heating elements, and
adjustments for the percentage of maxiiraom and minimum power
outputs to be applied to the heating elements if the
ten^ereture is too low or too high respectively. These controls
give better temperature stability, since t$r limiting the
variation of power which the control equipment can make,
it is possible to reduce overshooting and 'hunting* • The
optlnum settings are derived empirically by trial and error*
The unit also contains further stages of magnetic
amplification, and supplies a B.C. current to the control
windings of the reactor unit*
This unit is a saturable core reactor , wired in series
with the furnace heating elements* The power supplied to them
is governed ty the current in the reactor control windings,
which in turn is directly proportional to the current flowing
in the photo-coll* Thus, as the flag in the instrument unit
gradually intercepts the light source, the power supplied to
the furnace falls* The reactor takes its power directly from
the mains through the Variac*
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The power input to the elements is therefore proportional
only to the difference between the actual and desired
furaaoe temperatures, and variations in heat loss from the
furnace, and in mains voltage, are automatically compensated.
Short tern temperature fluctuations measured at a crucible
with a probe thermocouple and potentiometer were
?
undetectable in the range 1000»1500°Gf and long-term
stability was of a high order* The equipment has given
\
*
trouble-free service throughout the period of the current
work.
b
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Chapter 3*
The Preparation of Garnets*
Althou^ti tha rare earth gallium a&d iron garnets are
inoon^ruently melting eubetaneea, the aluminium garnets melt
congruestly, though at teaperaturee in the range 1700*1000%,
end there is no reason in principle why they should not be
prepared as single cjystala b$r the flame JUoion technique,
or one of the othar methods for obtaining ox^stals from the
melt. Indeed* Carson and White (1060) end Wiefearsheim and
White (I960) asntion in passing that they prepared exystals
largo enough for electron spin resonance end optical absorption
eepctroacopy of yttrium aluminium gernst doped with
ytterbium by the Yemeni! process, but they report no details*
Although Badness end Kfebler (1900) have made single
crystals of yttrium iron garnet ty the Vemeuil process,
it Is not suoh a convenient method as the lead oxide* or
lead oxida-lssd fluoride flux technique developed by
Hielson m& Dearborn (1938) and lUelaen (1960) • e have
shown that this method can be extended to the growth of
yttrium eluxainium gamete toe, so that in general, an
«d«ptatioo of Hi el sen 1 e technique has been the basis of
production of all our garnet single crystal*, whether gallium,
iron or
However, we havo inveati^ated the po®0ibilit;> of growing
one j»**-'-***ff alufflinium garnet £QT the Verneuil technique*
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The preparation of large, good quality single crystals
depends mainly upon three fact ore t (a) composition of the
melt; (b) a sufficiently large melt; (c) a sufficiently
slow and oven cooling rate. The paramagnetic susceptibility
and resonance measurements, for which these crystals were
primarily grown, do no demand very large crystals, a few
millimeters in diameter being a perfectly adequate size*
Thus, in general, we have compromised with respect to
factors (b) and (c) since, especially in the early stages of
the work, yield and size of crystals was less important
then promptness in supplying specimens for the physical
measurements* For the same reason, we have only carried out
a Halted number of experiments on melt composition*
Melt Composition*
Following Nielsen end Dearborn (1958), the earliest
attempts to produce garnet crystals were made using melts
with the following compositions* ~
PbO

72.7
26*0
1*3 mole$ where M = Yg03 99%,

and
PbO

52.5 mole%

Fe2°3

44*° mole%
3*5 mole .
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Both of these melts were % tried in 200 g batches* They
were heated to 1230°C for 12 hours to allow the rare earth
and other oxides to dissolve in the molten litharge, heated
to 1325°C and oooled at a rate of 6°C per hour to 900°C.
After rapid cooling to room temperature, the melt
containing gallium was found to have produced a multitude of
pale violet, approximately spherical transparent crystals,
whieh appeared to have the correct crystal habit for garnet,
but were too small (less than tern diameter) to be useful*
The crucible containing iron was half full of shiny block
plates, up to a centimetre in diameter, and hexagonal in
shape* These were readily attracted by a bar magnet, and
were crystals of the mognetoplumbite phase (Pb
stated ty Kielsen to be primary product from the melt.
There were also many small garnet crystals which were easily
separated from the magnetoplumbite mechanically, owing to
the great differences in crystal habit* These garnets had
grown in the elongated shape typical of a fast rate of cooling,
Kielsen and Dearborn, 1958, indicating that the cooling rate
was probably too fast for the gallium garnets too*
At this stage of the work, Dr J.W.Nielsen kindly
communicated the results of his work before publication,
Nieleen(1960) on an improved melt composition whieh
includes lead fluoride as well as lead oxide* Hie
recommended compositions are: -
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PbO

39.4

40,8
14.8
5*8 mole& where H = rare earth or Y
and
PbO
PbF9
«

30
,i

o

Fe2°3

:"

40 rnolaZ
i

2C

10 moic;:
«

In general, we hare found that both of these melts give
good results* The composition for producing gallium gamete
works well for all rare earths from europium to lutecium
inclusive, and also for yttrium* Many attempts to prepare
samarium and praseodymium gallium garnets were unsuccessful*
The compositions of the melts were altered In various ways,
relatively more gallium oxide and/or rare earth oxide being
added | but without success* Unlike the aluminium melts which
t
tended to yield perovskltes rather than garnets in some cases,
these melts produced no appreciably sized crystals at all*
All the products formed were soluble In acids which would
dissolve the body of the melt* Possibly the rare earths
formed oxyfluorldes, which are normally only obtained
microcxystelline from lead fluxes (Albone, I960)* The oxyfluorides
of the lighter rare earths and particularly of praseodymium
ere soluble In dilute acids ( Albone, i: 63). Similarly, crystals
of neodymium galliu garnets were only once obtained, and
were of very low crystal quality, with badly formed faces and
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many inclusions of flux,
Our experience of the iron garnet melt has been less
exhaustive, but the results were satisfactory in every
experiment*
We discovered that molar proportions similar to those
recommended by Nielsen for gallium garnets (see above) give
reasonable yields of aluminium garnets when aluminium oxide
is substituted for gallium oxide* The yields are generally
very much lower than those for the corresponding gallium
garaetSi and we tried various experimento to try to improve
the yield* The melt composition was altered in various ways,
cooling was commenced 7S°C higher than for the gallium
compounds, all without effecting substantial improvement*
Lefever et al* (1061) published a melt composition
which they claim gives larger and better quality aluminium
garnet s s •
PbO

41*5
48*1
7*0
3.4

raole^
mole$
mole$
mLe%

We have tried this melt composition a number of times,
but in our experience, and under the temperature gradients
and cooling rates pertaining in our equipment, it is less
satisfactory than the modified'Nielsen 1 melt we normally use*
During recent months, we have been attempting to grow
large single crystals of rare earth oayfluorides from a
lead oxide-lead fluoride flux, Only very small crystals were
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, and in one experiment we added some aluminium
oxide to the melt, hoping that gamete would crystallise
first, removing some of the nucleation particles and
resulting in larger oayfluoride crystals. The final
composition of this melt wast PbO
30*5 fflOleK
41*3 mole$
16* $ mole$
Y.gQ3
11,5 mole%
The oatyfluoride crystals obtained were no better than
usual, bat some large, very good quality garnets were
produced. We have not thoroughly investigated this melt
composition, but we have shown that it yields good
crystals of yttrium and dysprosium aluminium garnets which
are substantially larger then any aluminium garnet crystals
made with any previous flux composition*
Size of Melt and Cooling Bats*

Throughout these experiments, charges of between
160 and 500 g have been employed, contained in SO or 100 ml
capacity platinum crucibles* The lover limit was found
to be the minimum charge which could be relied upon to
give several perfect crystals of a few millimetres diameter
for resonance work. In the case of the more expensive rare
*>
earths such as lutecium, europium and terbium, economic factors
had to be considered, since about £50 worth of oxide was
involved in each charge* The largest melts were only used
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when especially large single crystals were wanted, ae
for inatance In the production of e large crystal of
dysprosium aluminium garnet to be made into e sphere for
susceptibility and magnetic moment experiments.
We found that 2-3°C per hour was the maximum cooling
rate capable of giving sufficiently large crystals* Other
authors (Nielaen, I960} Hcrrlson, 1959) recommend rates of
1 or even i°C per hour, but if such e low rate is to be
worthwhile9 the design of the furnace must be more elaborate,
otherwise random temperature fluctuations are likely grossly
to exceed the desired temperature fell. In addition, such
a alow cooling run takes a month r&ther than e week, and
either much larger furnaces, or four times as many furnaces
would be needed to produce garnets at the seme rate, not
allowing for the greater time wasted as e result of power
cuts, crucible failure and other accidents*
Detailed Experimental Technique*
(i) Introduction*
*
Boekes (1959) in this laboratory made e number of attempts
to prepare garnets by the flux method of Nielsen and Dearborn
(1958) but in every case except one, he experienced trouble
V

with the platinum crucibles. Sometimes, these were obviously
suffering from some form of chemical attack, resulting in
large holes with Jagged edges. Sometimes at the end of a run,
the crucibles were quite empty, though apparently unharmed
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and not porous to water* He checked that the contents of
the crucible had not escaped lay evaporation or capillary
rise tor filling a crucible, and welding on a lid. This
crucible also was empty at the end of the run.
(ii) Crucible Protection*
This situation was unsatisfactory from all points of
view* since no crystals were being produced in spite of
the expenditure in time and materials. We concluded that
there were two likely mechanisms for the attack on the
platinum. (A) Platinum is very soft at high temperatures,
end the considerable hydrostatic pressure of the molten
lead compounds must subject the crucibles to severe
mechanical strain* This could result either in large holes
produced by stretching, or in re-crystallisation of the
platinum with concentration of iapuritiee at grain
•boundaries, followed by attack on these Impurities by the
flux* (B) Rare earth oxides ere sometimes prepared from
the oxaletes, lead fluoride is sometimes prepared by
precipitation from the acetate, and even 'Analar* grade
reagents sometimes contain filter-paper fibres, wood
splints, hairs etc. Any, or all of these could be responsible
for introducing carbonaceous material into the melt* If
the melt were then heated quickly, some metallic lead
be produced by reduction, falling to the bottom of the
crucible where it would form a low-melting alloy with
platinum.
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In order to eliminate these possibilities, we
a

adopted the following procedure. The charges are packed
heated for a period •« at about
into the crucibles, and then
*
460°C, At thia temperature, the reaction
, V

"

•'

'

3 PbO + V*%^ *ty*4

takes place* and when the crucible ia heated further, an
atmosphere of oxygen la provided inside it which caddises
any foreign reducing agents which might be present* Atmospheric
oxygen ia sufficient to naintain oaddiaing conditions after
this.
The crucibles are set in hl$i temperature cement or
alumina powder in cavities drilled in refractory bricks
(see Figure 2,1) thus providing adequate mechanical support*
normal wall
In addition, more robust
.3?
' ' crucibles with twice
thickness (i,e. 0*30 mm Instead of 0*15 mm) are used. Aa well
i

as providing mechanical support, the firebricks facilitate
>

0'

! '

and leaaen the chance of their
manipulation of the crucibles
•\
falling over in the furnace, help to protect the ffcrnaee
the
fabric in the event of cruciblev failure, and stabilise
,-.*••
temperature of the flux ty providing a large thermal capacity•
(iii)OruclWle Packing.
The powders for the melt are weighed out in the correct
proportions into a olean glaaa bottle, and mixed
thoroughly ty shaking. They are then poured a little et a
4

time into a crucible and firmly compacted with an
aluminium rod or glaaa stopper. The crucible le then closed

3<f
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with e U^hUy fitting lid ana es&odded in coaeat or alunina
powdert nod i*a0t0d to about 400°C* The taoporaturo 10 than
roieod to «bei*t 12SO°C for botween 4 and IS hours,
aaooariting to tho aise of wit involved, Tba volume of tho
&*it feOle ty about holf upon »lti»afc so thet wh«a voty
Mg oheraMi ore wentea, the oxiaeitadoe ere removed from tho
furnace at this «tag0 and ra«»paolcod with povaor* the whole
procooa bolus ropeeted until all the charge i0 cccooaodeted*
(iv) Cmoible Cooling.
After the eoakijog period at the maxtmuci tctnjxiretiare,
tho ocoling cycle i0 co ia^x50df and the attlt coolod froa
125^ ao to sbout 960°C at 3*Q°C per hour. Tho ooollng rate
io in fact eli^tly ^Lonor at tho etart odT the rusi,
up eoaowhat after nuelefition he« tahtn piece* The
diecovertsu aalt co^>oeltion ftor aluminium gernotc i0 cooled
to about 88O°C.
At the lover end of the cooling c^ol©, tho crucibloa ©re
r^^oved fSroa the i\umace eandl alloefl«3 to sool ntfturelly to
room t«c5>«rcfture»
(v) ye; anxtion of Crr/otel8.
Xhe leod matrix aaQf be cUeaolvod in tot nitric or
aeetio acid0f or o aixture of the t^o, but ,;c:iorally f
are reaovad fVom the Jar^trix xnocl\«cdcallj' and
boiling with flO^ nitric eoid* The contente of
the erueibloe ere readily dialod&ad ^y tapping tlie bottoo of
the oxuoible aherpl^ with & haaDor. Qnl^r on rare ooceaiorui
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era faroat ezyatala daaa^rti ty thia mthodf and ita two
aftrantagaa, naoftty opaad of Mtvaoting tha garnata and tha
poaaibility af ro-ualng tha flux aftar r*p:Uo«aant of ?feiU
..«
.
. % • '•loat ty evaporation and gamat eonatittaaota ty cryetellisatlon
far
*, -i outwalk thia ninor troubla* Tha diatinotiva cxyatal
lifibit o tha aproat nukoe
** aeporutico v«ry aiaplo* Thia ia
apparoot ftoa fi^tra 3*1 which ia a photograph of horizontal
'S,
i"

and vortical sactiooa through a ^ornot flux*
2ha yialda of raalOy <jood os^atala aro vary loab In tha
.*,.-

*£*

oaeo of gdliuo gnroat% about 40 g frcm a 475 g charge ware
obtainafi* Individuid oxyatcda i^p to about 5 & wer* grovn«
bit tha lorijor oivrUls ^«ra aljaoot itrveriabl^ twinnod, or
-.•"*-*
included Aooo of tho flux, oar wara otharwleo defective*
Tho bMt oz^atala nonaally grew £rm tha aides or bottom
of tho plotinuii oruciblodf tod f/oi^ ocoaaionall^ in tho body
of tha flux* fhoaa spotting at tho «urftoc«9 praauaahly
t|r aviporaticn of tiio flua^ utra uaaaUy of vary poor
«od oftao saultipla* Th« yiald* of uaaAd e?yatola frca
ohersoa wer« proportiottt^alif avan loam* ainca thalr
aurfeoo aaroa/ voluat ratio ia hi^bar* raaulting in
laaa uaai!Ul ei^atiilliiMitic^
Xha yielde of rsre aarth^luminiun g&nxata ftxjm tha
Halt adaptad from Rialaon^a c opoeition iiara «von
about 13 g ^rom * 475 g cher09f tha ler^ftot oryotcaa
on avora^i at la&at flra tiaaa aaallar than in tha cooo of
tha flalliuo ruria. Tha aa» aalt ooapoeitlon still givaa a
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Im weM** yield* but the also of Individual
j
la greatly isaoreeaad* ftw&Krt aln^la oxyetals of
aox* than 0*7 g fearo been obtained £ra» aelt* of 460
grcoets «ra uauoUy coloured in c&ditlon to
the inherent coloura of the oonatltuoat ion** For lagttanoa»
baao, obtikixiad
^P^^^^i^PW

VF W^^'^PVWW^IP'

aa well aa elmoat
Sooetimas, OQrata34i ftoft diffaraot parta of tha esoa
have Mapleorad wax^ diffaront colours (acxvua and
tor Manpla)* Wo hara not boon ei&a to find an aaqplaoetion
for these oolouro* spaotroeoqpio aoo^ala fbr liJcaljr
aotal iaspuritiae follod to rcv«sl &ay flsubatontial
botwoan aijCforoatl^ colour*^ a«qpli»a» A batch of
gemat ox^atala groan i^ae the hi«jiaat purity
aatariala avail able di^l^ad ooloura aa otarang aa those
obtained froa atanSaffid oaterlcae, evan thouab an axacdjoatioo
of thalr paroBftflpatlo reoonoooo cs?ectrum l^r Dr :v**ftxtohiii@a
ravaalad al^alfloisaUy IOCTB? iroo and trocicitlon oatal
i^puritlaa than In tha ordinary g&roota*
The aluaiinluB gamota on th© other hand oru almoet
inr«rlel>ly of excellent oxyatal ooality and colour^ eo3 apart
£rao e voi7 alltfftt ^ ellcmiah tint in a ftor oryetel^ no
ro^oa* ooloura haw fcaan found* Atteopta to move the
eoloaro fw» tha galliuD gemeta IQT annealing in airy and
hMltv to vacuum wore uneuoce»eCUlf nor «aa it possible to
Indtioa ooloura in the aluminium ooroeta ty boQbtuxfewnt with
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relatively low weight yield, but the size of Individual
crystals is greatly increased. Perfect single crystals of
?
more than 0*7 g have, been obtained from melts of 450 g,
Crystal Quality end Characteristics*
Gallium garnets are usually coloured in addition to
the, inherent colours of the constituent ions. For instance,
yttrium gallium garnets have been obtained coloured pink,
mauve, brown,yellow, green, grey as well as almost colourless*
Sometimes, crystals from different parts of the same charge
have displayed very different colours (mavue and yellow,
«
for example)* We have not been able to find an explanation
for these colours* Spectroscopic analysis for likely • •).
transition metal impurities failed to reveal any substantial
difference between differently coloured samples* A batch
of
*j
yttrium gallium garnet crystals grown from the highest purity
materials available displayed colours as strong as those
obtained from standard materials, even though an examination
of their paramagnetic resonance spectrum by Dr M.T.Hatchings >
revealed significantly
lower iron and transition metal
t
impurities than in the ordinary garnets*
i
The aluminium garnets on the other hand are almost
invariably of excellent crystal quality and colour, and apart
1

,

!,'

i

,

from a very slight yellowish tint in a few crystals, no
'rogue 1 colours have been found. Attempts to remove the
colours from the gallium garnets by annealing in air, and
• /*.

heating In vacuum were unsuccessful, nor was it possible to
induce colours in the aluminium garnets by bombardment with
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in the body of the melt, or from the sides or bottom of
the crucibles had almost exclusively |21l( faces, with
occasional email jllCtt faces, while those on the surface
were never found with |H<tt facee, in agreement with the
observations of Hieleen and Dearborn (1958). The aluminium
garneta on the other hand grow with mostly jllOj faces,
and very occasional J211( . These facts prove very useful
in orienting garnet crystals for paramagnetic resonance
experimental since the measurements are made with the
crystals oriented along a [lioj axis.
Special problems in Qarnet Growth,
We have already mentioned attempts to produce samarium
and praseodymium gallium garnet crystals. We also mad©
several attempts, with various melt compositions, to make
europium aluminium garnet, whose existence is neither
reported, nor denied in the literature, but with no success*
In every instance, we obtained crystals of BuAlOg.
Initial attempts to grow gadolinium aluminium garnet
using the modified Kieleen composition also produced the
aluminate, GdAlOg. In an attempt to favour formation of the
garnet (which contains more aluminium relative to gadolinium
than the aluminate), we increased the aluminium oxide
content of a melt ty 20$ toy weight* After crystallisation,
we found a few excellent crystals of the garnet araonget
the mass of aluminate crystals*
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We also attempted to grow yttrium aluminium garnet
doped with Ce TIT fy adding CeQg to a normal flux, in the
hope that if there were an equilibrium
2 C«02 ^ Ce^tOg
at the elevated temperatures of crystal growth, any trivalent
cerium would be incorporated in the crystals as they grew*
There were no lines in the paramagnetic spectrum of these
TTT
crystals which could be attributed to Ce % however.
Although the crystals produced were generally of a
satisfactory standard of purity, there were always very
many small unexplained lines in the paramagnetic resonance
spectrum* These were probably largely caused by traces of
Fe
which has a very complicated spectrum in the garnet*
If these lines could be eliminated) the garnets would be
very suitable compounds in which to study the effects of
nearest neighbour interactions between rare esrth ions in
dilute samplesi which give rise to very weak absorption lines*
We therefore attempted to produce ultra pure garnets with
a view to investigating these interactions* v/e obtained very
high purity PbO,PbF2 ,Y203 and G&2Q3 ^a11 et 10ast 99.9992 pure)
and also some high purity platinum crucibles and lids
(total impurities less thsn 1C p.p.m.). The resulting crystals
of yttrium gallium garnet were substantially more pure than
the ordinary products, but although the intensities of the
impurity lines were very ^ueh reduced) their numbers remained
ouch the same, and it was not Judged worthwhile to pursue the
project further* The flux technique, with the necosoary long
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oryetallleetion time and largo voi^ita of mtteriele
involved in producing snail amounts of crystal, la not
a suitable one for the very highest purity work,
The following garnets havt boon grown, at laaat once,
aa eingle cryotale lay tho flu»-melt laothod* GaG means
•gallium garnet 1 , Alt} moana * aluminium garnet 1 , IG moans
•iron garnet 1 *

NdGsG BuGaG GdGaG TbGaG CyGaG HoGeQ ErGaG TmGaG YbGeG YGaG
TbAlG DyAlG HoAlG SrAlG TiaAlG YbAlO YA1G

BrlO

TIG

* YttrlujEa or Luteciuia Gelllum and Aluminium Garnet s>
0,1^ Id in YA1G
1.0% Nd in YAlO,YaaGf LuAlG,LuGeG
Sm in YAlGfYGeG

Tb in YGaG
Dy in YAlGt YGeGf LuGaG
0.3% Dy in YA10
0*5% Py in YA1G
1.0;< By in YAlG,YGaG,LuAlG
5.0% Dy in YA1G
5.0? Ho in YA1G
0.05^ Er in LuAlG
0.1SK Sr in YAlG,YG£,Gt LuGaG
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? 3r in YAlG,YGa0f UiAlGt 8uGaGf T^aG,YIG
Yb in Y^ia> yCGG,LuAia > LuGoa>

TinAlGf TmGaG.
5.0:> Yb in TbUG
0.05,: Fo (809? isotope 57} in•» YGsG

Q.i;; Fe

(80;( isotope 57) in YGaG

O.lf Fe in
l.CW Fe in
Cr in YAIG.
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folycryatelline Gamete*
Introduction*
Single cxyatala of gameta are necessary for
measurements of anlaotropie physical properties (magnetic
moment, paramagnetic resonance etc), and even for isotropic
properties such as susceptibility, they have the advantage
thet there la no uncertainty concerning stoichlometry. This
la not true of mixed gurnets, however. If, for instance, e
DAG (dysprosium aluminium gernet) specimen containing
/
accurately 1$ of Fc la needed, suitable eingle cryatele
cannot be made* Even If exactly 1% of Pa la added to the flux,
It is almost certain that Fa will be preferentially dapoalted
In the crystals, or remain In the flu^with respect to the
aluminium* Thus, the concentration In the crystal will be
unknown, and may alao vary from one part of the crystal to
another, as the relative concentration of Fa In the malt
changed during crystal growth* We have demonstrated this
effect ty measuring the parama netic susceptibilities of
two different samples of nominally 1$ 9y In YQaG from the
seme melt, and finding that the Py concentration differed
by about 5£. The garneta are not easy materials to
analyse chemically, ao that It Is better to prepare samples
In some other way in which the concentrations can be
accurately controlled.
Polycryatalline samples are the obvious answer to this
problem. In addition, specific heat measurements generally
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need larger samples than can be made conveniently from a
flux, and again, polycryetallina material is suitable* In
this case, there is a further requirement, namely that the
sample should be a high density non-porous sample which
conducts heat well, so that it rapidly attains thermal
equilibrium, and does not abeorb excessive amounts of
helium gas under the experimental conditions of specific
heat measurements (see Chapter 7)«
Wolf and Rodrigue (1957) have developed a method of
preparing polycrystalline rare earth iron garnets by
co-precipitation of the hydroxides, followed lay teat
processing.
Hoberts (I960) attempted to prepare aluminium and gallium
garnets by similar methods* He found that it is very
difficult to buffer solutions in such a way that the rare
earth and gallium or aluminium hydroxides co-precipitate,
and gallium end aluminium hydroxides tend to re-dissolve
in excess alkali* In addition, the precipitates are gelatinous
and difficult to filter* Ke investigated the possibility
of co-precipitating rare earth oxalates with gallium or
aluminium hydroxides, and found that although the
precipitation points are closer* the oxalate precipitates
are coarse aand granular, and do not form the necessary
intimate mixture with the hydroxides*
Ho also investigated the possibility of direct reaction
between the finely ground oxides* The stability and hardness
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of aluminium oxide (corundum) eliminate this method for
production of polycryetalline aluminium garnets* Besides
the contamination introduced by grinding, the finest powders
produced in this way do not react up to about 1500°C* On
the other hand* thla method worka satisfactorily for gallium
garnets, and has the advantage that stoichiometry is readily
achieved, since there ere no doubts about incomplete
precipitation* The method does not work well when one
component is present in low concentration (e.g. 1$ £r in
YQeO) since it is very difficult to obtain homogeneous
composition.
Experimental Method*
The constituent oxides ere calcined at about 1000°C
for at least 24 hours to decompose traces of hydroxides,
carbonates and oxalatea which are usually present in
commercial rare earth oxides* The appropriate amounts
are weighed, mixed and finely ground tsy hand in an agate
mortal* The mixture is then subjected to the following regimen
of alternate heating and grinding! Temperature
Time
Subsequent Treatment
950°C
3 days
re-grind
10CO°C
24 hours
re-grind
1400°C
15 hours
re-grind
1460OC
15 hours
re-grind, and press
into a pill under
11 tone/eq.lnch pressure
1400*6
12 hours, slowly rising to
1650°C

3 hours
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This method was successful in producing compact highly
sintered blocks weighing about 20 g each of YGaG and NdGaG,
but SrGaC and YbQaGf while becoming garnet 9 remained porous
in texture and unlike NdGaG and YGeG, were rather
unsatisfactory specimens in specific heat measurements
made by Dr Colin Beiley (unpublished). It would therefore
seem that specific conditions are needed for particular
garnets, and it would probably be a matter of trial and error
to find the experimental conditions appropriate to each caee*
We prepared rare earth aluminium garnets in a different
way* Standard solutions of rare earth nitrates v/ere made by
dissolving weighed amounts of calcined rare earth oxides
in nitric acid solution* Standard aluminium nitrate solution
was made by dissolving 'Analar* aluminium wire in 50% HNO«
in the presence of a trace of mercury*
Appropriate volumes of these solutions to give the
correct stoiehiometry are measured volumetrically 9 ixed,
and evaporated to dryness in a eilico evaporating basin* The
final stages of evaporation are performed as quickly ae
possible to prevent preferential crystallisation of either
one nitrate* The dry mixture is allowed to cool in a
desiccator, and is thoroughly ground by hand in an agate
mortar* The powder is transferred to & platinum crucible
and placed in a furnace, and the temperature slowly raised
to about 900°C over a period of some days. The powder is
then re-ground, and fired at 1400°C for 24 houre.
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A number ef attempts were made to produce highly compact
blocks ef I?yAlO,TtiAlG,TAlO,HoAlG and BrAlG, oil involving
different combinations of heat treatment at temperatures up
to 1750°Cf grinding, and pressing into compact blocks under
11 tons per square inch pressure, but all the specimens
remained porous and chalky in texture*
ThAlO was used as an 'indicator* specimen in a series
ef experiments to observe the various stages of the process*
Stage
Valency of Tb
Appearance
•>
Mixed nitrates
3
white
Mixed oxides
4
chocolate brown
«
Garnet
3
white
The actual reaction to form garnet proceeds between 1200 and
1400°C.
A number of small staples of DAG with various substituents
u
were prepared by this nitrate technique, following the
first two stages of heat treatment only* X-ray powder
diffraction measurements indicated that reaction to garnet
was complete, and this was confirmed by the comparisons
between the susceptibilities of these materials, and th&t
of single crystals of BAG*
Standard solutions of yttrium,dysprosium and aluminium
nitrates were made as above* A standard solution of iron was
made ty dissolving 'Analar* ferrous emnonlun? sulphate in
distilled water acidified with a trace of sulphuric acid, and
the following specimens were made4 3 samples of pure DAG, and DeG specimens containing 1,2,3,4,
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5,6,7,8,9 and 10$ Fe and 1% Or replacing the aluminium,
and 5 end 10$ T replacing the dysprosium* The chromium was
added as a weighed amount of 'Analer 1 CrClg.6 HgO* A sample
of QyAlOg was prepared from the same standard solutions In
a similar way*
The same method was successfully used for producing
e sample of praseodymium gallium garnet, starting from
praseodymium oxide and hlgfr purity gallium metal.
Discussion*

It is not known whether rare earth and aluminium nitrates
co-precipitate under the conditions described, but an
Intimate mixture of nitrates certainly forma (comparison
c

of the weight of the anhydrous nitrate with that expected
Indicates that the aluminium nitrate dehydrates without
decomposition}* This is very soft In texture, and an intimate
mixture is re&dlHy obtained ty grinding* When the nltrete
mixture Is decomposed ty heating, gases are evolved on a
molecular scale, possibly in two stages, and this gives an
exceedingly fine powder* The aluminium oxide is probably
present as the met&atoble )f~ftaB* In these circumstances,
the reaction to gernct proceeds without any difficulty.
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Verneuil Flaae Fusion Technique*
Brief description of the apparatus*
This furnace belongs to Ifessrs Milliard f e Research
laboratories, Redhill, Surrey, and Z am indebted to them for
being allowed to use it for a period, and for instruction
from their staff, particularly Mr Owen Hill, in its working*
A schematic diagram of the furnace is reproduced es
Figure 3*2, The powder to be grown as crystal is contained
in a canister (P) whose bottom consists of an inverted cone
of 60 mesh brass gauze. This canister is suspended from a
copper-beryllium dlephra^a (D), and mey be vibrated Jay means
of an electrically driven vibrator (V). The amplitude of the
vibration, and hence the powder feed flow, is varied by
altering the current through the vibrator*
The feed powder falls into a conical hopper, and thence
via a central feed tube and burner cone to the flame,
together with the inner stream of oxygen which enters
through a side tube in the hopper* The hopper is hlghl;;
polished inside, and eleotrleslly heated (H) to Just above
100°C to ensure smooth powder flow*
- The burner consist a of three concentric tubes
terminating in stainless steel nozzles* The whole assembly
is water-cooled* The central jet has an Internal diameter of
1/16", and an external end diameter of 5/16"; the next cone
through which the hydrogen is introduced has an end diameter
of 7/10*, end the- outer cone which also carries oxygen has
an end diameter of
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The flame burns in an alumina tube i*d* 40 mm, which
is surrounded Ijy refractory firebricks (F), The tip of the
flame where the crystal grows is observed through dark glass
through a window 2 x li cm cut in the side of the tube, 14 cm
below the burner nozzles* Some 8 cm lower, a larger window
is cut to allow exhaust gases to escape* The crystal is
grown on an elumine rod (!?) which passes down the centre of the
alumina tube* At the lower end, the rod passes through an
asbestos ring which seals off the tube and prevents the
hot exhaust gases from.playing on the centring and clamping
devices in which the rod is mounted* They in turn are attached
to a platform (L) which can be raised or loweredtay means
of a variable speed electric motor*
There are a number of variables in this method, namely
the rate of powder flow, the rate of gas flow in each of the
nozzles end the rate of lowering of the crystal mount* The
gas flow rates primarily affect the size, shape and temperature
of the flame, while the powder flow and lowering rate
influence the sice and quality of the crystal produced* The
main problem of growing single crystals by the Verneuil
technique is that,of finding empirically the correct
combination of these variables for the various stages of
crystal growth*
The most difficult stage is the initial one, that ist
the formation of a suitable seed crystal* One way is to build
up a sintered cone of powder on the alumina support rod (Figure
3.3d) by starting with a cool name end fast powder flow* The
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temperature of the flame is then increased, and the tip of
the oone melted* The rate of lowering is greatly reduced
(to about lorn per hour) and the powder flow adjusted so that
the molten surface remains in the aame position in the flame*
Thus, solidified material is effectively slowly withdrawn
from the molten cap, and formation of a single crystal
eonznencos*
The next stage is to adjust the conditions ,particularly
the powder flow, and tei^erature, in such a way that the
narrow seed crystal gradually increases in diameter* Great
care must be taken that all the powder is properly molten,
and that the molten liquid does not overflow and run down
the outside of the seed crystal, either effect causing
polynucleatiotw
An alternative method is to start from a seed crystal
whose tip is eerefully melted in the flam®, and continue
with the widening process from there* This is a much
simpler proceedure, and was the one we employed, flux
grown DuXQ crystals being used as seeds*
oxide was
A single crystal of chromlura-doped aluminium
•
Tery easily grown starting from a eeed crystal rod
(see Figure 3«3e). The approximate gas flow rates were
20-30 litres per minute of hydrogen, 3 litres per minute
Of oxygen through the central rorrsle and between 0 end 9
litres per minute throu$i the outer nozzle*
The viscosity and surface tension of nolten aluminium
exide are so high that there ia no difficulty in widening
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the crystal* The molten cap of liquid is very stable,
and tends to widen almost automatically on crystallising
(Figure 3.3a).
We made a number of attempts to grow a single crystal
of dysprosium aluminium garnet by the Verneuil technique*
A large batch of powder was prepared by the mixed nitrate
method* Various methods of mounting the seed crystals
(each weighing about 90 mg) were tried, and these are
illustrated in Figure 3.3b and c. Of these, only (c)
with the seed crystal mounted in DAG powder was satisfactory*
In the other cases, the crystal melted completely, and it
was necessary to start again using the sintered cone
technique (Figure 3*3d)
The viscosity and surface tension of molten DAG seem
to be much lower then molten aluminium oxide, so that only
a much smaller liquid cap can be produced without overflowing.
The crystal therefore tends to narrow rether than widen
(compare Figure 3*3a and d), so that this stage demands very
careful and precise control of temperature and powder flow.'
As a result of overflowing of the molten cap, we were unable
to produce a l&rge single crystal of DAG. However, a compact
sintered block resulted from one ettoinpt, and an excellent
specific heat sample weighing about 21g was prepared from it*
(see Chapter 7)»
Conclusions*
There seems to be no inherent reason why aluminium
garnets should not be produced as good big single crystals
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the Vemeuil process. There were aubetantial areas
of single crystals in some of the attempts we made, but
much effort would hare to be expended in finding the
correct crystal growth conditional and the effort and
expense involved in thia reeearch, end alao in producing
sufficient starting materials, probably make the project
scarcely worthwhile*

Chapter 4.
The Paramagnetic Susceptibility Apparatus*
I«troduQ 1 1 on^
>«,
The magnetic susceptibility of a substance is defined
as the ratio of the magnetic moment induced ty a magnetic
field to the magnitude of the field as it tends to aero

-Y =
A

The direction of the induced moment does not necessarily
lie in the direction of the field, so that measurements oust
be made along the principal directions of a crystal, not more
than three measurements being necessary for a complete
deten&in&tiocu
The methods for measuring small magnetic moments may
be divided into two main classes, namely those in which the
force on a sample in a non-uniform field is measured, and
those in which magnetic induction ie measured. Force
methods can be made very sensitive, and can yield absolute
susceptibilities, but they ere neither convenient methods for
low temperature operation, nor suitable for measuring
anieotrcpic crystals (Wolf, 1957).
Magnetic induction methods usually depend on the change
in mutual Inductance of a coll system ceased lay the sample*
This change may be observed ballistically with a galvanometer,
or by balancing an a.c» bridge. In the former method, the
galvanometer is connected to the secondary coil, while a
d.c. current flows in the primary* Then either the d,c. current
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Is reversedi or the specimen Is quickly pulled out of the
coll, and the deflection of the galvanometer measured*
In the a*c. method, an B.C. current flows in the primary,
and the secondary is connected to an B.C. bridge, where the
continuous signal is measured t$r a null method. Probably
the main disadvantage of an B.C. method is that it cannot
be used to measure metals and other eleetrical conductors,
because of the large signal produced in the secondary coil
tjy the eddy currents induced.
The apparatus to be described was designed as an
a*e« method, and has in general been used in this way in
the work described in this thesis. However, in the case of
dysprosium aluminium garnet (Chapter 6) it was adapted for
d.c. measurements ty passing a steady d.c. current through
the primary, and observing the deflection on a ballistic
galvanometer connected to the secondaries when the specimen
was moved from one secondary to another (in the way
described below).
The Hartshorn Bridge Circuit.
A block diagram of the circuit used is reproduced as
Figure 4.1. It resembles that described ty Benzie and Cooke
(1950) t the tuned null-detector being of the kind described
ty Erickson,Roberte and Dabbs (1964).
The primary coil is supllied with an a.c. current of
175 o.p.s. from an oscillator through a power amplifier.
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This frequency was chosen es a good compromise between
reduced sensitivity at lower frequencies, end introduction
of spurious higher frequency effects caused by the big
inductance ) coil system*
self-capacitance of the mutual
n
175 o*p*s* is distinguishable from mains pick-up, but beets
with it to produce a simple stationary pattern on the
cathode ray oscilloscope, which greatly facilitates
location of the balance point*
Although ideally susceptibility is independent of
frequency in small fields (DAQ was an exception, see Chapter 6),
the balance point of the eoil is slightly frequency-dependent!
owing to the self-capacitance of the coils* Since two
balance points are needed for each susceptibility reading,
care was taken that the frequency did not drift appreciably
between any peri of inductance readings*
The bridge is balanced by adjusting the mutual inductance
and potentiometer of the bridge* The mutual inductance
bridge consists of five switched decades ranging from about
«*/•*
3
1,5 x 10 /uH to about 1*5 x 10 uH* The self-consistency
of the decades was often cheeked during experiments toy
switching from ten units of one decode to one unit of the
next higher decade after the balance point had been found*
The position of the balance point never h&d to be altered*
The potentiometer wes used to balance out the effect of the
self-capacitance of the coils, and of losses within the
specimen, by feeding into the secondary circuit a small
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out-of-phase voltage from the primary circuit. The change
of phase caused by the sample can be regarded aa an out-ofphase contribution to the susceptibility, and is usually
very small or zero for paramagnetic substances.
To increase the sensitivity of the circuit, and its
discrimination against frequencies other than 175 c.p.s.,
both the primary and secondary circuits are tuned with
suitable capacitors.'Owing to the push-pull output of the
oscillator power amplifier, the second harmonic was negligible 9
but in spite of the tuning} •' some third harmonic was present
as a result of harmonic distortion in the primary current.
So that the bridge could be completely balanced, this
distortion is removed by means of a filter in the input of
the tuned amplifier.
The Mutual Inductance CollSV
Following the original design of HcKlm and Wolf (1957),
the apparatus consists at heart of a ooll system in which
the secondary is wound in two sections as nearly identical
as possible! and in opposition to each other* Susceptibility
is then measured ty moving the specimen from the centre of
one half of the secondary to the centre of the other half.
Before this design was evolved, either the specimen had to
be removed completely from the coll at each point, so that
the inductance of the empty ooll system could be measured,
or the specimen had to be kept stationary, and only the change
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in mutual Inductance with temperature measured*
To achieve sufficient sensitivity within reasonable
dimensions, the secondary windings must consist of a large
number of turns of very fine gauge wire (about 46 s.w.g.)
Owing to the stresses and strains caused by repeated cooling
end warming cycles, these windings have a limited life
varying from a few cycles to several hundred, according
to the detailed construction of the coll*
i Leeek (1960) and fjratt (1963) made considerable
developments In ooll design* Leask lengthened the primary
windings to Improve the uniformity of the field at the
secondaries, and investigated the use of fibreglase resin
to bond the turns together, rather than 'Tufnol 1 varnish
as used originally* W^ratt made a coll approximately 20 times
more sensitive by winding many more turns on primary and
secondaries, but the Instability of the coil increased
almost as much as the sensitivity, so that the net gain
in accuracy was very sllgfrt. ^yatt also used 'Areldlte
X83A1' epoxy resin as a "potting" agent, painting it on
the coils during the winding process* He also Instituted
separate telescopic formers for the primary and secondary
windings, a great improvement on the previous system of
winding the primary directly on top of the secondaries*
Normally, it Is the secondary windings which break (more
turns and hl^ier gauge wire), and with the old system, it

was necessary to destroy a perfectly good primary in order
to replace the faulty secondary.
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Figure 4*2 represents a coil constructed according to
the improved design of Wystt* The two opposing secondaries
each consist of 12,100 turns of 46 s*w,g. copper wire
with double reyon insulation wound on a "Tufnol* former*
'Araldite 9 was painted on continuously during the winding
process, and hardened at the end by being baked at 90°C
for 2-3 hours* The primary consists of 2,232 turns of
38 s*w*g* single rayon enamelled copper v/ire on a second
'Tufnol* former, carefully machined to be a tight sliding
fit over the secondary coil former. These windings were
also potted in 'Araldite* and baked. The coil system was
assembled, and the two coils firmly fixed with respect to
each other by six nylon ocr©ws.
In spite of the care taken to make the coils as alike
as possible, the inductance had to be balanced finally by
adding more turns to one end of the primary* The coil was
connected into the brid :e circuit, and cooled to liquid
nitrogen temperatures* The mutual inductance decades
were set to half of their full reading, and the bridge
balanced Jay inserting a piece of iron a short distance into
one end of the coil* The iron was removed, and additional
turns wound on the primary at the same end aa the iron
was inserted, till the bridge wee more or less balanced*
'Araldite 1 t was painted on these additional turns and baked,
and the coil was then built into the cryostat.
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>tion of the Crvostet*
Figure 4*3 is a simplified diagram of the cryostat
showing the main features of the apparatus. The specimen (s)
in its holder ia a sliding fit in the specimen space, a
'
* .• '•
glass tube sealed off at the lower end,end joining an
8 mm german silver tube Just below the inner dewar cap.
This tube is ev ecu able, end experiments are carried out
with V few mm of helium gas in the tube to maintain thermal
i
oontaot without introducing serious convection. A glass
tube is used to minimise heat leakage and avoid spurious
eddy current effects which would be caused by metal tubing*
in the vicinity of the coil* The specimen is moved on the
end of a long 3 mm paper-bonded *Tufnol > rod (0) by means
of the traveree mechanism placed at the top of the apparatus
(F). This consists of a grooved brass drum to which is fixed
one end of a flexible coupling (D)(a piece of spring
curtain rod) which is also joined to the upper end of the
'Tufnol* specimen rod. The brass drum rotates between
end-stops (H) arranged so that both the position and length
of traverse of the specimen in the coil are adjustable*
The drum shaft is sealed with an 0-ring.
The casing of the traverse mechanism is attached to
the apparatus by means of a greased ground metal cone Joint,
so that it is possible to remove the specimen rod and
insert a new specimen without dismantling the apparatus*
Beat flow down the specimen rod is limited ty two small
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metal spring clips (I) which press against the metal
specimen tube* and anchor the rod thermally at liquid
hydrogen temperatures.
The coil system is a sliding fit on the specimen tube,
1i
and is held in position lay a piece of rubber tubing* This
also locates a piece of cardboard which fixes the coil with
respect to the wall of the inner Dewar (M) 9 and thus
prevents vibration and mechanical oscillation of the coil*
The electrical leads ffrom the coil are anchored to the
specimen tube, and are brought out of the inner dewar via
two 2 mm germon silver tubes which pass through the liquid
hydrogen shield to room temperatures, where they are sealed
with black wax* These tubes also cany the leads to the
heating resistor (H) which is suspended at the bottom of
the dewar (??) and dissipates up to three watts*
The inner dewar, which holds the liquid refrigerant,
consists of two similar concentric monax glass envelopes
terminating in glass to metal *Covarf seals* They are sealed
to the inner dewar cap with Wood's metal solder* The space
between them is sealed off after evacuation with a mercury
diffusion pump through a tube extending to the top of the
Oiyostat* The dewar cap also includes a 12 ram pumping line,
an 8 mm vapour pressure line and e 10 mm helium syphon line*
The outer dewar (L) is a conventional sealed off
vessel which contains the shielding refrigerant, liquid
hydrogen or nitrogen.
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Specimen
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The Specimen Containers.
The normal specimen containers were 'teflon' cylinders
20 tm long, 5 am Internal diameter and 0.5 mm wall thickness*
One end was tapped with a 6 B.A* thread lay which it was
screwed on the specimen rod* The other end wae closed by
a lid held in place with a nylon pin* A diagram is reproduced
as Figure 4*4a* Any space unoccupied by the specimen was
(
i
filled with cotton wool or 'Kleenex* tissue, both of which
were found try experiment to be diamagnetic. In the case of
powders | this also prevented loss or movement of the specimen
during an experiment, for measurements on more powerfully
paramagnetic materials, needing a smaller sample of known
shape, box (b) was used, fitting inside box (a). This box
had internal dimensions of a 7:1 cylinder* For the most
accurate measurements, two 'teflon' inserts were manufactured
(c) f their internal shape being accurately machined to form
halves of a 4il oblate spheroid* (d) shows a special
holder manufactured from 'tofhol 9 to hold an oriented single
crystal sphere of DAG* 'Tufhol* was chosen chosen since it
is diejaagnetic, yet unlike 'teflon' bonds with 'Araldite*,
allowing the crystal to be firmly attached. A 'teflon 1 sleeve
fitted tightly round the 'tufnol 1 holder to make a tight
eliding fit inside the specimen space*
The susceptibilities of ell the boxes were found to be
negligible for all but the very weakest specimens.

4.10
Qcs-handliug Apparatus*

The usual techniques of low temperature experiments
were used in transferring liquid refrigerants, pumping them
to reaeh the desired temperatures, measuring their yapour
pressures! and in evacuating dewar and specimen spaces*
JProcedur.

The apparatus was pre-eooled to liquid nitrogen
temperatures overnight. A eontaot rod, copper from the
liquid hydrogen level to the coil, and german silver at
the top, was inserted in the specimen spece, which was
then evacuated together with the cryostat with a rotary
punp. The outer dewar was then filled with liquid nitrogen
and helium gas allowed to enter the specimen space and
oryostat very slowly te a pressure of one atmosphere* In
this way, the helium is oold from the time of its entry,
and there is very little further oontraotion as a result of
cooling* After about 3 hoursf or more usually, the
following Morning* the nitrogen was poured out of the outer
dewer, and replaced ty hydrogen, the helium gas pressure
being maintained at one atmesphere throughout. Cooling to
liquid hydrogen temperatures took about 45 minutes from
introduction of the liquid* The contact rod was then removed
as quickly as possible while a stream of helium gas was
allowed to escape from the specimen space to prevent
condensation of air* The specimen and rod were then inserted
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in aimilar conditional and the specimen apace evacuated to
a few mm pressure* Liquid helium (or hydrogen) waa then
syphoned into the inner d9warf normally 350-400 co of liquid
helium were boiled off in cooling, and between 400 and 600 cc
of liquid remained for the experiment.
The traverse of the specimen in the ooil waa then
adjusted for maximum ^M*
Specimens were changed by filling the specimen apace
to atmospheric pressure with helium gas, and rapidly removing
the specimen rod* The new specimen waa then put in as ffer
aa the liquid hydrogen level, and allowed to pre-oool there
for about a minute* During thia tiiae, the space waa aealed
with a split rubber bung around the specimen rod, and a
slight over-pressure of helium gaa maintained* When the
specimen waa then lowered into the liquid helium levelf
very little waa boiled off*
Measurements were generally made aa a function of
temperature. Thia was controlled toy adjusting the vapour
pressure over the nefrigersnt toy controlling the pumping
speed through a needle valve, or a Saundera valve* The
pressure waa measured on a mercury manometer, and monitored
by means of a differential oil manometer*
Calibration of the Apparatus*
Since thia method ia not capable of giving absolute
susceptibility measurements, it is necessary to calibrate
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the apparatus against some substance whose behaviour is
accurately known. Ideally, this substance would also be
chemically inert, and of
known shape, and preferably be
•f
magnetically ieotropic, for instance, a sphere of garnet*
Such a standard could then be set up once, and thereafter
used whenever re-calibration was necessary. Unfortunately,
there does not seem to be any substance with all these
desirable properties. The standard chosen was
hexahydrated mangtnous ammonium sulphate, ^(NH^gtSQ^Jg
whose magnetic behaviour is well known, but which mist
be freshly prepared when needed, since it tends to
effloresce* It is fairly readily crystallised tjy dissolving
equimol&r amounts of 'Analar* ar^monium sulphate and
manganous sulphate in warm de-ionised water. The crystals
for the measurements are individually selected for
freedom from occlusion and other defect, and are carefully
dried with tissue before being peeked into a specimen
container*
In spite of the care taken with purity and good crystal
quality, the agreement between different calibration
samples was not always good, and it was often necessary
to take the average value from a number of different samples.
It follows thet the overall absolute accuracy of the apparatus
cannot be greater than

1% because of this uncertainty in

calibration*
The apparatus was also calibrated in the liquid hydrogen
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temperature range, and the calibration constant was found
to be identical* The susceptibility of manganoue ammonium
sulphate is too low at liquid nitrogen temperatures for
an accurate calibration, but there is some indication f*om
the apparently sli^rtly different Weiss 0s of the same
materials between the two temperature ranges that there is
a small change (see Chapter 9 and 1tyatt,1963). This is not
unreasonable, since thermal expansion of the coil would
be expected to affect its inductance. •
A secondary standard of a single cryetal of ytterbium
gallium genet waa set up, end this was always found to give
the sane reading on the bridge to within 0.1%, showing
that the characteristics of the coils do not alter with
time over long or short periods. It also indicates that
the apparatus is capable of much higher absolute accuracy
if a suitable calibration constant can be found.
Using a calibration sample, the characteristics of
each coil were mapped out toy finding the two positions
(A and B on Figure 4*2) having the greatest effect on the
inductance, and adjusting the length of traverse to
correspond with the diet mice between (A) and (B). The
difference in calibration between long and short
specimens is not found to be significant*
The Magnetic Properties of the Calibration Standard.
The ground state of Mb in manganous ammonium sulphate
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la *£/2* The oryatalllna field eplltting la vary smell
(about 0*3 caT Hleaney end Ingram, 1951) end there are no
axeltad states lover than 10,000 cm""1 above tha ground
atata (Oondon and Shortlayf 1935). Tha auaceptlbllity may
therefore ba ealoulatad from tha Ideal 9 apin only*
expression* - 0)

where If

* T -•

23
Avogadro'e number- 6,0247 x 10

Bohr magneton

= 0.92733 x 10"20

k Boltzmann's conat ant =1*3805 x
g Speotroacopic apllttlng fact or -1.998
S %ln quantum number - 5/2
Since thla aalt la magnetically dilute, tha interactions
between lone are small, and somewhat variable, according
to tha aggregate atata and surface condition of the specimen,
but tha Walaa 0 la of tha ordar of
•) 0*003° (Srlekaon end
Bobarte, 1954). A large number of small crystals waa taken
aa iha specimen, eo that It could ba regarded as a powder,
and tha slight anisotropy of tha aalt Ignored*

Chapter 5.
The Paramagnetic Susceptibilities of Here Earth Garnets*
In this Chapter we report measurements of the 1cm
temperature paramagnetic susceptibilities of most of the
known rare earth aluminium and gallium garnets. The only
exceptions are the diamagnetic lutecium aluminium and
gallium garnets, and samarium and europium gallium garnets*
>
These latter two compounds are potentially interesting!
but only weakly paramagnetic, and the traces of very strongly
paramagnetic impurities (mainly Od) present in the
commercially available oxides would mank the inherent
behaviour of the 8m and Bu,
The two general aims of the work were to obtain data
towards en understanding of the ferrimagnetie rare earth
iron garnets, and to surrey the properties of this class
of materials in order to find suitable specimens for more
detailed investigation. Although praseodymium and neodymium
do not fora iron gamete, the gallium compounds have been
included here for the sake of completeness.
have also been
of dilute garnets
Some measurements
^t*
»;
made for comparison with the paramagnetic resonance results
on the same materials, and also for comparison with the
concentrated oateriale.
In almost every instance, the measurements were made
on single crystals, selected individually for optical
quality end freedom from inclusions. Hence, there are no

TABLE 1
Prirvcioal g values for four rare earth ions
in each of four diamagnetic garnet lattices

Ion

Host Lattice

Nd3+

LuGaG
YGaG
LuAlG
YA1G

0y3+

LuGaG
YGaG
LuAlG
YA1G

Er5*

13*45
11*07
2.29
0.73

+
+
+
±

0 007
0.008
0,005
0,002

+ 0.10 ,
+ 0.2
+ 0,03
+ 0C 15

1*323+ 0,007
1,251 + 0*008

1-237 + 0,006
1.179 ± 0,002

0,57 + 0.10
1.07 ± 0 C 14

0.91 + 0.05
0.40 + 0,20

3.183^ 0,015

LuAlG

3-183 i O n 015
4,69 + 0.03
6,93 + 0,02

YA1G

7,75 + 0.09

4,03 + 0,02
4,12 + 0.03
3,71 +0,02

LuGaG

3*653 ± 0,013

3^559 ± 0.013

YGaG

3 73 i 0,02

3.60

LuAlG

3,842 ± 0.005

3,738 ± 0.007

3-87

3-78

LuGaG
YGaG

Yb3*

2,083
2^027
1,789
1/733

YA1G*

Carson and White (i960)

gz

gy

gX

+ 0,02

3.550 + 0,007
3.667 ± 0.018

3.834+ 0,005
3-915 + 0.026
3.41
7.85
16 9 6
18.2

i
+
+
+

0.03
0.10
0.3
0.4

12,62
10,73
8.43
7.35

*
±
±
+

0,05
0.05
0.04
0.08

2*994 ± 0,011
2.85

+ 0,02

2,594 + 0,004
2.47
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uncertainties concerning composition or phase* In the
one exception} praseodymium gallium garnet which wss
polycry8talllns 9 an r-ray powder photograph of the specimen
was carefully compared with a similar photograph of
powdered neodymium gallium garnet single crystals, and
since there were no unidentified lines, it was assumed
that the sample was a substantially pure garnet phase*
Owing to the nature of the specimens, there was usually
some uncertainty concerning the demagnetising corrections
which should be applied for the shapes of the samples, since
neither these, nor the packing fractions were accurately
known* This effect is negligible with the weakly paramagnetic
thulium and praseodymium materials, but would make a small
difference to the values of the Welss Os of some of the
other garnets* The gadolinium garnet specimens were packed
into a known shape of container (a 7:1 cylinder) so that
a shape correction has been made for these measurements*
Comparison of Results with Resonance /^-values.
It is apparent from Table 1 that the behaviour of most
rare earth ions is dependent on the slight changes in
oryst&l field caused by altering the host lattice* Thus,
for instance, there are appreciable differences between

the g-v&lues of dysprosium in lutecium aluminium garnet,
and in yttrium aluniniun garnet. It follows that the
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g~values will be different again in dysprosium aluminium
garnet, though they cannot be measured directly by
resonance in such a material, since the line-widths are
too great*
:
On the evidence of the lattice constants of the garnets
(see, for instance, Berteut and Forret,1956 end Euler and
Bruce, 1962) yttrium can be regarded as a rare earth with
atomic radius approximately intermediate between holmium
and erbium, Figure 5.1.* Any comparisons between the
magnetic behaviour of a particular rare earth in
concentrated and in dilute garnets should be made with
minimum lattice constant difference* Thus, for instance,
the g-veluea of Yb In lutecium garnets should be invoked
to explain the behaviour of concentrated Yb garnets, rather
than the corresponding ®»valuee in yttrium garnets* Conversely,
* The factor actually determining the crystal field in
detail is not the lattice constant, but rather the values
of the oxygen parameters,which must be determined for each'
individual garnet* Thus, it is quite possible that yttrium
is not intermediate between erbium and holmium in this
respect* When the g-values of the four Ions measured by
resonance (Table 1) are arranged in progression of
ascending or descending order, the same order of host lattice
is reached in each case* This order does net correspond with
the order of ascending or descending lattice constants of
host garnets, however*
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the behaviour of dysprosium In pure DAG Is closer to Its
behaviour In yttrium than In lutecium aluminium garnet*
Extrapolation of the behaviour of an ion such as neodymlum
from the yttrium garnet to the concentrated garnet Is very
uncertain* A further difficulty concerning extrapolation
Is the possibility of added distort Ion of the local crystal
field when a large Ion such as Hd (ionic radius 0.995)
Is accotaodated In a lattice comprising mainly yttrium Ions
(Ionic radius approximately 0.89) (Wells, 1962),
Ytterbium aluninium end, gallium narnetg.
The smoothed experimental results for these two compounds
(Figures 5*2 and 5*3) were fitted to a law of the form: with the following constants
YbGeG
e (corrected to spherical shape)
oc

YbAlG

~0*048iO,Ol°K -0.139 ±0*rl°K
0*00358 ±

0,00359 ±

0*00002 mole""1 0*00002 mole""1
C (experimental) ;

'*
C (calculated from Lu ^-values)

1.116 ±0*005
, «1
mole

1* nit 00005
, -»1
mole

1*096 ±0*003

1.111 1 0.003

mole«*1
mole-1
The agreement between the measured Curie constants and

those calculated from the resonance results Is very good.
There Is no immediate detailed explanation of the
ferromagnetic Weiss Os observed , though It must be assumed
that this is the result of the combined magnetic dlpole and
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exchange Interactions between the Tb ions* The stronger
interactions in the aluminium garnet are typical of the
whole series of compounds, and probably result from the
smaller lattice constant which brings the interacting ions
closer together. Of all the garnets measured, only the
Tb compounds showed a negative Weles 9, that is, a
tendency to ferromagnetic ordering*
The very similar values of the temperature independent
. susceptibilities indicate that the energy separation between
the ground state and the higher state or states giving rise
to the temperature independent psramagnetiam is much the
save in each case* Assuming that the crystal field in the
garnet has purely cubic symmetry, the energy separation
between the groundstate I 7 doublet end the excited state
I g quartet (see Figure 5,4 ) is approximately 570 cm *
This is in good agreement with the spectroscopic work of
Pappalerdo and Wood (1960), but not in good agreement
with the specific heat measurements of Bailey (unpublished)
who finds a separation betwean the states less than half
of this value*
The general similarity in behaviour between the
aluminium and gallium compounds is in agreement with the
resonance measurements of Carson and White (1960},fysn
(I960) and HUtchings (1968), Table 1, and also additional
results on Tb In EuOaOl TmGaG and TmAlG (Hutchinga,1^63).
Tl* isotropy of the resonance ^values also suggests that
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it is a good approximation to regard the Yb ion as having
a In 7 doublet lowest, since this would have an isotropic
g-value of 3*43 (Hatchings, 1963). This is also in agreement
with the calculations of Lea,Leask and Wolf (1962)*
The behaviour of Tb in YblO is probably, aaach the
same as in the aluminium and gallium garnets, since it
seems to be rather insensitive to lattice environment*
This is further discussed ty Wolf (1959)*
gadolinium aluminium and /rallium gameta*
Since (3d is an S-state ion, its crystal field splitting
is small (Bemai and de Mere, 1962), and the g-value is
isotropic* It follows that any deviations from a Curie law
are caused tor exchange interactions, since dipole-dipole
interactions for an isotropic ion in a cubic crystal field
cancel out*
The experimental points, after shape correction to a
sphere, are plotted in Figure 5*5 as reciprocal susceptibility
against temperature* In the hydrogen ranges, the
susceptibilities obey Curle-Weiss lows with Weiss Os of
2*3° and 3,0°K for the gallium end aluminium compounds
respectively* There is slight deviation from these laws in
n
the helium range, presumably caused by local ordering*
With ant 1 ferromagnetic Weiss 9s of this magnitude, ordering
transitions might have been expected in the measured helium

t

range*
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The agreement on the gallium compound v.lth the
work of Pauthenet (1957) and Leaak (1960) tfio found
Weiaa 3s of 2.3 and 2.19°K respectively on polycryatalline
samples is very good.

isarnet.
The experimental points are represented by a graph of
T against T (Figure 5,6), and the susceptibility over
the whole range is described fairly well by the law
^ M = 0,667/(T -f 0*42) + 0*0036

The linearity of XT in the hydrogen range, end small
temperature independent contribution to the susceptibility
both suggest that the first excited state is at least 100°K
above the ground state*
The free-ion ground raultiplet of Nd is 4f*
which is further split by a crystal field (Kfcmchf 1937).
The ground state is a I Q quartet split to two doublets
by the crystal field (Lee, Leaak and Wolf, 1962). If the
ground state measured by resonance were predominantly
a simple ' « doublet, the admixtures of higher states
would be small, end the g-vslues would be largely isotropie*
That this is not the case (Table l,c.f. Yb) confirms that
the ground doublet forms a part of the I g quartet.
The agreement with t e Curie constant calculated from
the g-values of Nd in TGsO (0*599) is as good as can be
c

expected. Specific heat measurements by Bailey (unpublished)
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also indicate a first excited state above 100°, though
no precise estimate can be made*
grblum Aluminium Garnet,
In a cubic crystal field, Sr would have a I 7 or | g
doublet lowest} with a I Q quartet somewhat higher, probably
split by distortions from cubic symmetry to give two doublets
of about the same energy* Thus, the actual ground state in
any given garnet lattice Is likely to be very complicated,
and sensitive to slight changes in the crystal field which
will even alter which state is lowest*
Both the pure material, and a dilute sample were
measured, and the results are reproduced in Figure 5,7
as graphs of 9C T against T» The dilute measurements were
Normalised' to have the same Curie constant as that
calculated from the resonance work* The concentrated
material obeys a law
= 4,3/<T t 0.234) -h 0,145
while the temperature independent term for the dilute garnet
is 0*196* From these large values, it may be deduced that
one or more excited states lies not far above the ground
state in both garnets*
The Curie constants calculated from the measurements
in YA1G and LuAlO respectively are 4,01 and 4,25*
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flrbium Gallium Garnet.
As with the aluminium compound, both the concentrated
and e nominally 1% Er material were measured (Figure 5.8).
The points In the helium range may be described ty a law
XM = 6*4a/(T + 1.0)
>,

but it la very doubtful whether the behaviour of this
garnet can adequately be described by a Curie-Weias law,
since a non-zero temperature independent term would be
*

expected.
The Curie constant of the dilute material la
'normalised* to the value calculated from the resonance
resultsj end the curvature exhibited in the hydrogen range
probably means exponential population of the first excited
state.
The Curie constants calculated from the ^values of
Sr in YGaG and LuGaO respectively are 4*80 and 5.61.
Since these differ ty 13$ and the law derived for BrGaO is
of doubtful significance, the poor agreement between the
*-•

>

<*

Curie constants Is not surprising.
Dysprosium Aluminium Garnet*
The susceptibility of this material is discussed in

detail in Chapter 6.

I——I——I——I

-£•9

-£•01

G.1C
gysprosium Gallium Qarnet.

The ground state of Dy in a predominantly cubic
ciyetol field is either e | 7 doublet, or a I Q quartet
(Lea,Leask and Wolf, 1962} • Ae with erbium, it is
doubtful whether an analysis of the results as a Curie*
We IBS lav is very meaningful, but the susceptibility
in the helium range can be fitted to the following law:?CM = 7.80/CT 40.436) + 0.212

These results, together with the behaviour of nominally
196 samples of Dy in YGaG and lAiGaG are plotted as T against
T in Figure 5.9. The two dilute samples are * nonaalised ' in
the usual way* The yttrium garnet obeys a lew:~ 5.80 4-0.389T
while the lutecium garnet obeys the lawt?(^T == 6.03 -h 0.266T
The great differences between the temperature
independent terms indicate the sensitivity of the
separation of the ground and first excited states to the
crystal field* In all three garnets, there is some
deviation tTom the laws in the hydrogen range, owing to
population of the first excited state.
The. *ty Qjfr-KramQrs * Ions,.
Introduction.
Pr,Tb,Tia and Ho all have an even number of 4f electrons
in the trivolont state, so that the crystal field splits
the J manifold into [ Jt 1 2,and I Q singlet states which
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GT9 non-magnetic, and I 4 end I g triplet states which
split very much like a spin S ~ 1. Although there is no
paremagnotiaza from individual singlet -states, e magnetic
field admixes other states, giving rise to a relatively
small, temperature-independent susceptibility, inversely
proportional 'to the separation of the energy levels involved*
If this separation is large ty comparison with kT, then
only the ground state will be populated, and the susceptibility
will be small and temperature-independent.
On the evidence of the rare earth gernc^s already
discussed, the crystal field seems to have rather low
symmetry, so the energy levels in the 'even number* rare
earth garnets should be quite widely spaced*
Gallium Garnet*
The ground atate of this ion in the garnet will be
f 1 OP '5 ft*****®** and Wolf, 1962)* Its molar susceptibility
is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 5,10,
aand in general behaviour, it conforms to the pattern
outlined above* It is the most weakly paramagnetic of all
the concentrated garnets measured, and shows some curvature
in the hydrogen range, indicating a first excited state
at about
_
. •>)• • •
Thulium Aluminium end Gallium Garnets,
This ion has a I 2 or | 3 ground state, but there is
also a ( 5 triplet with not very different energy (Lea, Leas k
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and Wolf9 1962). The molar susceptibilities ore plotted
against temperature in Figure 5.10. The behaviour of the
aluminium garnet is very similar to that of PrGsG, but
in this case with an excited state at about 50°K* The first
excited state is higher than '150°K
for TmGaG.
»
The rather great difference between the aluminium
and gallium compounds accords well with
the measurements
-w
on Dy and Sr garnets, and again indicates considerable
differences in the crystal fields.
a

Terbium Aluminium and Gallium Garnets*
The molar susceptibilities of these two garnets are
shown in Figure 5.11* Unexpectedly, the absolute magnitudes
of the susceptibilities ere very great, and they are
strongly temperature-dependent down to the lowest temperatures
measured* In addition, the behaviour of the two compounds
is virtually the seme, in complete contrast with the
thulium compounds which have si&iler ground states and
*
energy level relationships (Lea,I«eask and Wolf, 1962),
The magnetic interactions in Tb&lO are sufficiently
great in the helium range to cause a sudden decrease in
the susceptibility ot 1.4°K, presumably the result of
entiferromagrietic ordering*

Susceptibilities as large as

these can only result from energy levels whose separation
is very small, th&t is, of the same order of magnitude as
n_

the interactions between neighbouring ions as indicated by
the ordering of ThAlG. Thus, any quantitative treatment of
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these compounds is impossible, especially since there are
no data on the behaviour of individual ions.
Holmium Aluminium and Gallium Garnets*
The susceptibilities of these two garnets are very
similar to each other (Figure 5*12) and to the terbium
garnets (Figure 5.11). The ground state in the garnets is
I 3 or I g (Lea,Leask end Wolf, 1962), and for some
admixtures of 4th and 6th order crystal field terms, these
two states are of identical energy* Thus, the necessary
snail splitting to give such powerful paremegnetiem is
reasonable. Neither compound gives any indication of ordering
in the measured temperature range*

Of the garnets measured, the behaviour of GdAlG,GdGaG,
YbAlG,YbGeG,I)rGaG,TniAlG and TmGaG is fairly well understood,
at least qualitatively. The agreement between resonance
g-values end Curie constants ie only good in the case of Yb,
and it is probably significant that this ion scene to have
a very large crystal field splitting, and that the g-values
were measured in the neighbouring lutecium garnets.
It is possible thet the susceptibilities of some of the
garnets for which the agreement is very bad cannot be
adequately analysed in terms of a Curie-Wciss law, maybe
for the reasons suggested by Les,Leask and Wolf (1962), in
particular, that L and S cease to be good quantum numbers.

5.14

The differences between Tm and Tb with similar energy
level diagrams in crystal fields, and the similarities
between Tb and Ho with different diagrams (Lee,Leask and
Wolf,1962) indicate that discretion must be used in
predicting the behaviour of the rare earths from these
calculations alone*
For fir, By and Tra, the differences between the Al
and da garnets are very considerable, while for 3d,Yb,
Tb and Ho there is very little difference* The interactions
between the rare earth ions ere greater in the Al than
in the Ga garnets, which results from the closer spacing
in the former materials* These interactions must in
general be magnetic dipole end exchange forces.
In general, there does not yet seem to be enough
data for satisfactory extrapolation from the aluminium and
gallium garnets to the iron garnets* It is clear, however,
that the rare earth interactions are very small indeed,
especially when compared with the ferrime&netic iron
interactions*
6

a

Chapter 6*
The Susceptibility of Pysproeium Aluminium Garnet (MO).
Introduction*
This very interesting material has been the subject
of a considerable amount of work, in view of its unusual
magnetic and structural properties* In subsequent chapters,
we shall discuss specific heat and magnetic moment
measurements, but in order to clarity the motives behind
some of the experiments! end to show the overall pattern
of the investigations, we preface this chapter with a
chronological survey of the experiments performed.
Historical Introduction to DAG«
The susceptibility of MO was first measured on a
single crystal sample as part of the general survey of rare
i
earth garnet susceptibilities (Chapter 5)* The most
Interesting feature of its behaviour was the maximum in
the susceptibility at 2.5-2.G°K, presumed to indicate
antiferromagnetle ordering (Ball et al.,1961). A parallel
survey of the paramagnetic resonance spectre of rare earth
ions in YA1G end YGaO was being undertaken et the same time,
and the resonance of Hjr in YA1G could not be detected,
even though various concentrations and temperatures were
tried, and the dilute samples appeared to have normal
susceptibility (Ball et al.,1961). Carson and White
«

(private communication) working in the U.S.A. also failed
to detect this resonance*
The research programme was widened to Include the
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reeonanee of the seme rare earths in LuAlG and LuGaG, end
the resonance of By in XuAlG was observed, with g-values
g^ = 2.29, g^ = 0.01 and gg = 16.6 (Ball et el.,1962* See
fable 1) This immediately suggested that the spectrum in
YA1G might be even more anieotroplc, and cereful investigation
tQT B* M.T.Hatchings revealed lines attributable to Dy*
These lines were always very small, at some angles very
broad, and their resonanee fields varied extremely rapidly
with angle, explaining why they had previously been
overlooked. The g-values were found to be g^ - 0.73,
g^- 0.40 and gg ~ 18.3.
This extreme enisotropy W-ewakened interest in DAG,
since it seemed likely that $y could be regarded as a
magnetic dipole in MO too, since the ^values did not seem
too sensitive to oxystal field changes. It seemed that BAG
might weU provide a physical example of the 'Ising* model
of magnetic intercctions, and that a detailed theoretical
treatment of the antifferromagnetlsra of DAG might be possible.
We decided to check these ideas by measuring the
specific heat of BAG (Chapter 7,Bell et.al. 1963)* In
general, the measurement was in excellent agreement with
the susceptibility work and the 'magnetic dipole 1 theory of
DAG, except for a difference in the transition temperatures,
2.54*K from susceptibility, 2«49°K ffrom specific heat,
a discrepancy outside the combined experimental errors*
^

It seemed quite possible that impurities had found

6.3

their way into one or other sample, from the flux or from
the Yorneull flame fu01on apparatua (whloh had also been
u0ed for preparing rubflr crystele), and that these foreign
paranagnotio lone were reeponelble for the divergence of
the resulte. We therefore investigated the effect of
deliberately added impurities on the transition temperature
of DAO by measuring the susceptibilities of suitable
polycrystelline specimens, and found that Pe,Cr and Y
all depress the tranaltlon temperature*
In the course of this invostlgation, we also prepared
00Q0 pure polyerystelline DAG samples as *blank* checks on
the preparative method* The euaceptibiltties of these
powders showed 0xtraordlnary frequency and current
dependence, 00 did their out-of-phese 0usc0ptibilities^in
the vicinity of the transition temperature* Hie d*c«
susceptibility of these powders was also measured, and
they were found to exhibit a smell ferrima&ietiBm with
two cOBponents, one permanent and one induced, below
the transition temperature. Though interesting, these
experiments did not at all illuminate the main problom of
the tran0ition tempereture discrepancy. The susceptibility
of a piece of the sintered bloek from whleh the specific
heat 0ampl0 was prepared was measured, and was also found
to 0xhiblt 0000 of th0 strange properties of the p00der0|
finally, the specific heat blook itself was destroyed,
0M the susceptibility transition temperature found to
be exactly the same as the specific heat*

6*4

Finally, a new bateh of single 017 at sis of BAG was
prepared, and one of the larger one® worked into a sphere.
The susceptibility of this was measured as a definitive
asperiinent, and the transition temperature was found to be
in excellent agreement with the specific heat measurements*
The magnetic moment properties of this same sphere were
also investigated*
As an appendix to this set of experiments, three
samples of DAG, a portion of the polycrystelllne powder,
a single crystal, and a piece of the specific heat block
were examined spectroecopically for paramagnetic and other
impurities ty Dr ?.J,Bryant and Mr Bf.S.W.Webb of the
Woolwich Outstation Group of the Analytical Branch,A.B*R*B.,
Harwell, to whom we acknowledge our indebtedness* They
found (all figures quoted as parts per million): Fe
Pb
Single crystal
7
200
Specific heat block
20
5
Polyci*ystalllne powder
35
20
The following elements could not be detected in any of the
samples (detection limits given in parenthesis)! Pt (50), ? (30), Cr (5), Mn (2), Co (5),Hi (5), Cu (5), Ti (100)
These measurements confirm our conclusion that there is
no major chemical difference between the samples prepared
in various ways, and show that the measures taken to avoid
chemical contamination during preparation ( Chapter 3) were
effective.
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The preparation of theae atamplea la deacribed in
Chapter 3* A praltmlnary investigation showed conclusively
that tha praeanca of Iron measurably altered tha
apparent trenaition temperature of DAG, so a number of
different samples ware made and measured to establish a
concentration dependence*
The results of moat of these measurements are shown
in Figure 6*2* For the sake of clarity, the results of the
1$ material are omitted, and no correction has been made
for the ahape of the eaaplea, but since all measurements
were made in the same container (Figure 4«4b) and on
approximately the aame weigfrt of material, the measurements
can fairly be compered with each other» thou^b they are
not absolute determinations.
Two of the affects of iron doping are as expected*
Firstly, the magnitudes^* the susceptibilities above the
N$el teaperature are increased, roughly in proportion to
the percentage of iron added* Secondly, the anomaly
becomes increasingly broad end smeared out with increasing
iron Impurity* This ia reaaonable, since the presence of
iron transforms DAG from a homogeneous substance to
a atatiatieal distribution ef slightly different physical
situationSf according to the local concentration of iron*
Aa a reault, the transition temperature becomes a leas
meaningful concept with the higher iron concentrations,

8.6

and nothing would be learned from measurements on samples
containing more than about 7% or iron.
The detailed way in which the iron affects the
ordering of DAG is almost certainly very complicated,
and there is at present no explanation of why the Neel
temperature is lowered* However, the effect does seem
to be approximately linear with the addition of iron,
1% causing a fall of about Q*08°K,
Thus, the discrepancy between the apparent transition
temperatures of the speoifle heat material and the single
crystals could have been caused by about 1% of iron in
the former* This hypothesis was rejected on two grounds.
Firstly, It is unlikely that such a large amount of

M

'

,'!

'

impurity could have found its way into the specific heat
material in view of the care taken to avoid this, a
conclusion vindicated lay spectroscopic work (page 6*4) at
a later stage. Secondly, the evidence points to a * smearing9
of the trenaition in the presence of iron, whereas in fact,
the specific heat anomaly appeared particularly sharp
(Figure 7*5)*
An unusual feature of the pure DAG powder is the small
peak in the curve, immediately proceeding the sharp fall*
This was also observed to a leaser extent in sone of the
•doped* samples, particularly the 3$ iron, and the chromium
and yttrium doped samples (see Figure 6*3), and is further
discussed in a subsequent section*
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The behaviour of DAG doped with 1* Or end with 5$ Y
ie shown in Figure 6.3* The effect of both impurities is
to lower the transition temperature* In the case of Cr,
this is to be expected \ay analogy with the case of iron
doping. The result of replacing 5% of the By by Y is
the same as that of replacing 1% of Al by Fe. This is
reaaonablef since the latter case amounts to introducing
paraaagnetic ions which interact strongly with the Dy
sublattices, while the former amounts to Baking diamegnetic
•holes' in these eublsttices, a lesser effect.
The replacement of some of the Dy ty Y must weaken
the interactional and the lowered transition temperature
is Qualitatively whet would be expected.
The Anomalous a« o. Susceptibility of pure DAG powder.
The small peak in the susceptibility of DAG samples
in the critical region was most pronounced in pure samples*
and was exhibited by all such prepared by the 'mixed nitrate 1
method (Chapter 3). There was also a corresponding peak
in the out-of~phase susceptibility (Figure 6.4), and we
found that the temperatures at which these peaks occurred
were dependent on the size of the measuring field. Thus,
figure 6.4 represents ~ 20 end ^8 oe.
Both susceptibilities behave in a very si Her fashion,
and in both cases, the hi^ior-field peek occurs at lower
temperature, with a separation of approximately 13 millidegrees.
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Sinca we hev0 found no othar paramagnetic material with a
t
field-dependent auacaptibilityt we conclude that
elootrical haating of tha ooil at high0r currents cannot
be responsible, and that tha apparent field dependence
results from relaxation haating of tha sample, Thus, tha
hi^ier measuring fiald causes more heat dissipation in the
specimen, and hence a lowar coolant bath temperature ia
needed to produce tho some apecimen tezaparature. Thia
ooncluaion ia vindicated by tha following experiments.
W0 measured the in phase and out-of-pheee
0uec0ptibiliti0a at constant field, but at two frequencies,
namely 75 and 500 c.p.s. in addition to tha usual 175 c.p.s.
Tha results era shown in Figure 6*5, from which it may
bo seen that the si20 of peek ia inversely related to the
measuring frequency, while the temperatures at which tha
paaks occur ore lower for the higher frequencies.
Thia frequency dependence suggested that a significant
exp0rlment might be to measure tho susceptibility in tha
limiting case of low froquency, nemely in a d.c. field.
ballistic Measurements on Pure PAO Powder.
Those measurements ware porfoamod on the usual
apparatus! but according to tha method doscrlbed on pa, e 4.2.
In tha first experiment, tho auaceptibility wae measured in
a constantly applied field of ^20 oe (Curve c in Figure 6.6).
Row0v0r, we found that the sample had bacome permanently
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magnetised below the Neel temperature, and that the moment
could not be destroyed, even by reversing the applied field
?
for some minutes. We performed a second experiment, therefore,
in which the field waa only switched on for the duration of
each balliatie point, ao that any cooling of the epecimen
wae in the earth'a magnetic field only* Theae resulta are
plotted in-, Figure 6.6, curve bt and in thia cose there is
no permanent moment induced. Curve a represents the a*c.
auaeeptibility for comparison.
It ia apparent that polycryatalline DAG has a much
larger auaeeptibility in d.c. fields than in a.c., in
4

agreement with the frequency
dependence of the a*e.
»'",''*

meaaurementa. The anomalous d.c. moment
seems to compriae
c •
two parts, one which ia permanently locked into the
material below the N&el temperature, and a second of
roughly the some magnitude which ia induced ty an applied
field and decays rapidly after its removal.
The frequency dependence and d.c. meaaurementa can be
explained on the assumption that there ere a few ( about
1 in 80f OCX)) dysprosium iona which behave ferromagnetic ally
when the remainder become antiferromagnetic. The permanent
magnetisation ahowa that below the tranaition temperature,
the relaxation time of theae iona ia infinitely alow
(the other part of the moment wae also slow to reach its
highest valuei a period of several minutes had to be
•<

.

u

allowed between applying the field and meeauring the
•i

auaeeptibility). Above the tranaition temperature, those
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ions relax at much the same rate as the bulk of the
dyaproeiuia ions. Thus, as the ferromagnetic complement
pass through the transition, their relaxation time
lengthens, and becomes comparable with the frequency of
the a*c. measuring field at one stage. In this region, these
ions make a contribution to the a.c. susceptibilities,
giving rise to the observed frequency-dependent peaks*
h

ballistic MQasuremegta on Single Crystals end 3. H. Block.
To prove*that these d,o, effects result from the
physical atate of the powder, and are not an inherent
property of DAG or the result of chemical impurity, we
measured the d,o, susceptibilities of single crystal and
specific heat samples. In each case, the d,e, field was
removed during every cooling stage, and e.c. measurements
taken at each temperature for comparison (Figure 6.7).
• The behaviour of the specific heat sample closely
resembled that of the powder samples, while for the single
crystals, the e.c. and d.c, susceptibilities were
virtually indistinguishable. However, the discrepancy
between the apparent transition temperatures remained
unresolved, *
The temperature dependence of the ferromagnetic moment
was computed by subtracting the a»e* curve of the specific
heat sample from the d.c, curve, the resulting graph being
shown in Figure 6,8, Although the absolute value of the
ferromagnetic moment was field dependent (in low fields only;
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an experiment In the magnetic moment apparatus at high
fields indicated that the ferromagnetic moment was negligible)
the curve looks like a typical saturation curve for a
fsrromagnat*
; »

Very finely powdered single crystals of DAG did not
exhibit any anomalous d»c* susceptibility behaviour*
The Susceptibility of a Spherical Sln/zle Crystal of PAG.
A new batch of single crystals was prepared, and
one of the larger ones worked into a sphere, and oriented
(see Chapter 8). The susceptibility of thle specimen was
Investigated with the utmost care, and since its shape
was accurately known, the results (Figure 6*9* The Inset
represents the critical region on a larger scale) can be
regarded as definitive*
The measurements were carried out as usual, except
that the temperatures were measured by means of a vapour
pressure bulb. B&r this method, the vapour pressure above
liquid helium In a bulb positioned next to the coll
In the main refrigerant liquid, and opposite the mid-point
of the specimen traverses defines the temperature, rather
i
than the vapour pressure above the bulk refrigerant* In
this way, the thermal gradients, hydrostatic head effects,
! "

u

0

e

and other factors introducing inaccuracy in the normal
method for measuring temperatures are by-passed*
There is no hint of any anomalous peak, and the point
of steepdst slope (which corresponds with the Keel

6*9 ainBij
0-£
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point, Styles and Fisher,1958) is at 2.493 i 0.005%
in excellent agreement with ths specific heat value.
Ths susceptibility tends to a very low value at
T - 0°K, in contrast with ths bshaviour of most antiferromagnets (see, for instance Figure 7.6,9.10 and 10.4;
Nagaolye,Yoshida and Kubo,1955 .Since PAG is cubic, the
susceptibility is isotropic, and a measurement on a
single crystal is equivalent to a powder measurement)*
Discussion.
Before any detailed discussion of the antiferromagnetiam
of DAO can be undertaken, its oxystal structure must be
clarified, since this has a very important bearing on
the magnetic properties.
The space group of the garnets is OJQ - Ia3d, number
230, and the unit cell contains 8 fomila units of
makinfi a total of 160 ions. Ills positions of
all the metal ions are defined by ths symmetry, but the
oxygen ions, arranged to provide approximately cubic,
octahedral and tetrahsdral coordination around P,Q and H
respectively, are in non-parameter positions which imiet
be determined for each garnet toy neutron diffraction
(Prince, 1957) or sophisticated *»ray diffraction techniques
(Euler and* Dmce, 1962).
Figure 6.10 is a photograph of one unit cell of
garnet, giving an indication of the complexity of the

= 24 C SITES
Q =96 H SITES
Figure 6.11
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structure* Since the aluminium ions do not contribute to
the magnetic properties of DAG, they can be neglected in
the present considerations* Thus, the relevant parts of the
unit cell are the 24 rare earth ions, each with a partial
shire in the eight oxygen ions comprising its local
crystal field* Two projections of these 8 ions and
associated rare earth ion are Illustrated In Figure 6.11.
This distorted cube has a " [liq[ * axis vertical in Figure
6.11% and a H [lll] M axis vertical in Figure 6. lib*
The local symmetry of the rare earth sites is 2,2,2;
that is9 three mutually perpendicular twofold axes* These
^
are so oriented that for each rare earth site, cue of the
•t
two-fold axes is parallel with one of the major unit cell
axes, while the other two are at 48° to the remaining two
cell axes* There are thus
six different rare earth sites
.«.'-",
per unit cell, with exes parallel with i Xf ± Y and i Z,
a total of four ions of each type* Since the splitting
of the «J-oanifold in rare earth Ions is a direct result of
the crystal field, the resulting &»tensor has the same
asymmetry properties as the crystal field* % convention,
the gz value corresponds with the two-fold axis parallel
with the unit cell principal axis (Boakes et al.,1959)*
The symBstry elements of the local osygen ion
arrangement are not obvious from the full structure, and
-s

.attempts to consider the relative orientations of all
the rare earths in the unit, cell by consulting the complete
model (FigureblO) were confusing and difficult. We therefore

/I
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constructed a 'g-value 1 model of the unit cell to the seme
scale as the full model for ease of comparison. A photograph
appears as Figure 6.12. The aluminium ions are omitted
completely, and each rare earth and its crystal field of
oxygen ions is replaced ty a small parallelepiped whose
exes correspond with ths three two-fold axes of the point
eynmetry, and with the three principal g-valuee. gg =
the shortest axis of each parallelepiped. The parallelepipeds
were painted black, white or grey according to whether
is parallel with the X,Y or 2 axis of the unit cell*
0,
g^^
In the case of BAG, the g-values are &_^
«r
^*
«18; that is, in the model (Figure 6,12), the
^i .
parallelepipeds can be replaced by dipoles which point
parallel with the cube axes (i.e., with the shortest edge
of the perallelopipeds)* Since the splitting of the magnetic
moment tensor is the seme whether the field is applied in
•
a positive, or negative sense, the number of types of
magnetically inequivalent ions reduces to three, that is,
in BAG, to dipoles pointing along the three cube axes*
To give an overall moment of zero at 0°K, equal numbers of
ions oust point in a positive and negative sense along each
crystal axis*
Because of the symmetry properties, all the By ions in
DAG are identical apart from orientation, and a visual
inspection of the model (Figure 6.12) reveals that each ion
has four identical nearest neighbours. The ma^ietic dipolar

ENERGY OF TWO POSSIBLE SUBLATTICE ARRANGEMENTS FOR DAG
ORIGIN ION IN DIRECTION

+ Z.

Arrangement 2

Arrangement 1
Neighbour
1st nearest
(4)

Distance from Moment
direction
origin
3.67 A

+
+
-

X
Y
X
Y

Total

2nd nearest
(8)

5.61 A

+
+
-

X(2)
X(2)
Y(2)
Y(2)

Total

3rd nearest
(2)

6.00 A

4th nearest
(4)

7.30 A

- 2(2)

Total
+
+
-

X
Y
X
Y

Energy
2 3

/pair(M /a )
-

+
+
-

17.4
17.4
17.4
17.4

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

.

- 50.4
+ 16.00

+ 32.00
- 6.1
- 6.1
- 6.1

- 24.4

Total

+
+

X(2)
X(2)
Y(2)
Y(2)

Total
+ Z(2)

Total
+
+
-

- 6.1

X
Y
X
Y

Total

- 69.6
-

Moment
direction

X
Y
X
Y

Total

Energy
/ 2/ 3.
(P /a )
-

17.4
17.4
17.4
17.4

- 69.6
+
+
+
+

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

+50.4
- 16.00

- 32.00
-

6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1

- 24.4

Energy of 18 nearest neighbours

- 112.2

- 75.6

Energy of 172 nearest neighbours

-

97.8

- 72.7
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interaction energy of these ions is BO great, that any
apin arrangement prevailing in DAG below the Heel point
mat almost certainly have these ions oriented for
minimum energy (see Figures 6.18 and 14). To preserve this
nearest neighbour condition throughout the lattice,
there are certain limitations on the arrangements of second
and third nearest neighbours, namely, the signs of the
f
energies oust be opposite* The dipolar energies for the
two possible spin arrangements are tabulated in Figure 6*13*
Arrangement 1 can be described as antiferromegnetio
chains of ions in the ±Xf ±Y and ±Z directions, while
arrangement 2 consista of ferrcnagnetie chains in these
directions*
The dipole sum was made toy * Dr vr.J.:f.Leesk (private
eonaini cation) using the Oxford University Computer* It
seems clear that the first arrangement (illustrated in
Figure 5*15) is the one energetically most favoured, and
it is the arrangement assumed by Leask and Wolf (Ball et el.,
1962) In ealeuleting the low temperature susceptibility
V

according to a moltcular field approximation.

The agreement at low temperatures is very bad, the
theory systematically predicting a susceptibility higher
v

than observed* Ityatt (1963) has estimated that the molecular
field oonstente need to be increased by about 35% to give
good agreement at low temperatures* It follows that magnetic
dipolar forces alone cannot account for the behaviour of
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DAG, a conclusion confirmed by the behaviour of the
gadolinium gamete (page 5.6) which show that there are
aome exchange forces. It follows that the ordering
arrangement deduced on a consideration of dipolar forcea
alone la no longer necessarily correct, though its
probability remains very high*
Conclusione«
Impurities have been shown to depress the transition
temperature of DAG, but these oennot be Invoked to explain
the discrepancy between tho first batch of DAG crystals,
and all other samples* in transition temperatures.
Some samples of DAG exhibit a weak ferromagnetism,
<•
and this seems to be related to the aggregate state of the
sample* The single cryatels reveal no anomalous effects,
while the polycrystalline powders show a two-component
ferromogaetism. The sintered specific heat block has
intermediate properties. The various methods of preparation
would suggest a grain size diminishing in the order
single crystals/sintered blocfc/polycrystalline powder,
end since no significant chemical differences were detectable
between these samples, it seems that a physical difference
is responsible, end there doea not seem to be a more likely
candidate then grain size.
The polycrystalline powder was examined optically
at a magnification of xSOQ, and the particles appeared to
be amorphous.

6.17
It is possible that,this effect is super'•
? i''•
paremagnetism (Neel,1961) arising from uncompensated spins
at the edges of particles n in the antiferromagnetic state*
'V.
.
•
However, for an effect as large as that we observed, the
powder would have to be exceedingly fine, and it Is rather
unlikely that the grains in the sintered specific heat
block would be sufficiently small to give a high enough
»
.
proportion of surface ions*

Chapter 7*
The Specific Heat of BAG*
itroduction.
In view of the interesting susceptibility measurements
made on DAG, we decided to extend the investigation to
include specific heat. If it had proved possible to obtain
a sufficiently large crystal, we should have measured
its specific heat in applied magnetic fields (c.f* the
magnetic moment results of Chapter 8) as well as in zero
field, since the A -anomaly could almost certainly have
been broadened, displaced in temperature, or even
dissociated into smaller peeks according to the direction
and strength of the applied £ield. However, the experiment
on a polycryetalline block enabled us to make a precise
measurement of the ordering temperature, and to estimate
the internal energy and entropy for comparison with
theoretical values*
Description of Apparatus*
The apparatus was kindly loaned by Dr A.J.Croft, and
is described in Croft et al (1953) and Croft and Sxell (1961)
The specimen (K) is suspended in a brass calorimeter from
cotton threads (I)* The calorimeter is surrounded by liquid
helium, and thermal contact is maintained with the specimen
lay helium exchange gas in the calorimeter until the
specimen reaches the lowest temperature to be measured*
The helium gas is then pumped away, and the specimen is
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electrically heated in small steps while the corresponding
temperature rises are measured by means of a carbon
resistance thermometer.
The«, cryostat is shown schematically in Figure 7.1.
The monax glass helium dewar (E) is permanently evacuated,
and terminates in a 'Cover* seal (C) by which it is attached
to the upper part of the helium space* The liquid helium
is cooled by pumping through 2 1cm diameter german silver
tubes (A) with a powerful rotary pump, giving a minimum
temperature of 1*15°K« The temperature is measured by
reading the helium vapour pressure on mercury and oil
manometers with a cathetometer.
The specimen is mounted inside an open brass cage
with cotton threads, which are tensioned by means of a
screw. The cage is a sliding fit inside the calorimeter.
The bottom of the calorimeter is sealed to gas and helium
liquid by means of a braes cone Joint (L) coated with
glycerol-soap solution. The electrical leads from the
specimen emerge through platinum-glass seals in the bottom
of the calorimeter*
The resistance used as a heating element was in the
form of a loosely woven tape, in which a continuous fine
eonstantan wire *&ee formed the warp, and insulating fibres
the weft. This readily assumed the shape of the specimen,
and when stuck on with G.E.Varnish No* 7031, made excellent
thermal contact with the specimen. A length of tape having
a resistance of about 1000 ohms was used, and the heating
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current varied during the experiment to give a temperature
rise of the order of 50 millidegreea in the course of about
45 seconds.
A circuit dia ram ia reproduced as Figure 7.2. The
heating current was measured by finding the voltage across
e standard 1000 ohm resistance in series with the heater*
The potential across the heater was measured from the
half-way point of the leads Joining the heater to the
platinum-glass seals. This compensates for heat generated
in the leads, presuming that half flows into the specimen,
and half into the colorimeter, but since the leads have
a email reaiatenoe compared with the heater (about 2$) 9
the possible source of error from imbalance ia small*
The carbon resistance chosen for use as a thermometer
had a wide variation of resistance in the liquid helium
region (from 650 ohms at 4.2°K to 15,000 at 1«15°£)» In
order to mount it on the specimen in good thermal contact,
a piece of silver foil waa hard soldered at one side
to a thin-walled copper tube of slightly greater diameter
then the resistor. The resistor was insulated by wrapping
in a single layer of cigarette paper coated in AValdite,
which also glued it inside the copper tube, with good
thermal contact. The silver foil readily assumed the
shape of the specimen, @nd when stuck on with '\E. varnish,
excellent thermal contact between specimen and thermometer
was achieved*

The Specific Heat Sintered Block of DAG with Thermometer
and Heating Element I/Tounted.

Figure 7.3
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Baoauae of alight variations in its characteristics,
the resistance thermometer had to be ealibrated before
each experiment. The cooling was interrupted at various
stages, and tha resistance of the thermometer and the
temperature measured, The results were expressed as a laws T ,..

A log p.
(log H - B)*

where A and B are constants, whose average values were
1*60 i 0*02 end 1.775 ± 0*006 respectively during these
experiments. All tha experiment el points except those
Juat above the liquid helium ?\ -point fitted thia law
to within 1 4 millidegrees* It was assumed that the
characteristics of the resistance thermometer changed
only as tha result of complete cooling and warming cycles
to room temperature.
Tha thermometer resistance waa measured with a very
low d.c* current (about 5|U©mpe) to avoid incidental heating
of the specimen* This current was leapt virtually
independent of the thermometer resistance ty having a
one megohm resistance in aeries* The potential across the
thermometer was of the order of 5 millivolts, end was
measured with a potentiometer using a sensitive
galvanometer* Tha current and potential were measured after
eaeh heating interval, though the current scarcely changed,
and was assumed to remain constant during the establishment
of drift-aretes.

7.5

The fused block of DAG (see page 3.27) was carefully
cleansed of adhering areas of sintered spongy material,
and the surface smoothed to simplify fixing the thermometer
and heating element using emery cloth and a carborundum
block* The final weight was 21 gy and Figure 7.3 shows the
specimen after the thermometer and heating element had
been fixed. To simplify its mounting in the calorimeter,
en inner cage of copper wire (J) was constructed round
the specimen, which
was carefully
painted v ith several
*•
'
layers of G.E.varnish to restrict helium absorption*
With the specimen in position, the cry oe tat was cooled
to liquid nitrogen temperatures with an atmosphere of helium
gas in the inner dewar end calorimeter. The specimen space
was then pumped with a mercury diffusion pump while the
cryostat was cooled to liquid hydrogen and then helium
temperatures. About 0.5 mm of exchange helium gas was then
admitted to the specimen space, and the liquid helium
pumped end thermometer calibrated*
At the lowest temperatures, the specimen was isolated
lap pumping away the exchange gast a slow process taking
about 2 hours. The pimping was continued throughout the
*

f

measurements to remove any gas desorbed on wanning, and
for the purpose of preventing desorption, the helium bath
was maintained at 1.15°K throughout.
The temperature was measured at 30 second intervals
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before and after eeoh apeolfic heat point to eeteblish a
drift-rate* Thia waa plotted continuously, and measurements
continued until ateady behaviour was obtained* The
experimental process was continuousf the upper drift rate
for one point serving as the lower rate for the subsequent
one* The electrical heating waa switched on at a known time
and timed with a step-watch* The two drift-rates were
extrapolated to the aid-point of the heating period, and
the temperature rise there taken as that caused by the
eleetrioal heating* A typical point ia shown as Figure 7*4,
This procedure was varied only in order to measure
the entropy in the neighbourhood of the peak of the anomaly*
The specimen was heated from Just below the critical
•
temperature to Just above It, the temperature being
continuously monitored and the heating stopped immediately
upon any change. Thus, the internal magnetic energy was
measured directly.
The results of four experiments are plotted as specific
heat against temperature in figure 7*5* In general, the
features are according to expectation, except for the sligfct
bump on the curve at about 3*4°K* It seemed unlikely that
thia waa a genuine property of BAG - an impurity undergoing
a magnetic ordering seemed a more reasonable explanation*
Assuming that the impurity ia not completely foreign, the
*

;

two possible magnetic impurities in a sample of DAG prepare?

c Heat OT

gure 75

7*7

in thia way ara dyaproaium oxide, and more likely,
tha perovsklte phase PyAlOg both resulting from a slight
excess of dysprosium oxide*
We mearured tha susceptibilities of tha polycryatalllne
EyAlOg (page 3,23) and of eome calcined coramerclel Dy203.
The results of these experiments ara shown in Figure 7*6*
Tha auaceptibllity of tha eiiq&le oxide increases steadily
i
with decrease in temperature throughout the measured range,
while the perovskite manifests a peak in the auaceptibllity
at about 3.5°Kt after which it fella awey rapidly in the
way typical of entiferromagneta*
It seems that a email amount of the perovskite phase
in tha DAG sample accounts for tha bump in the specific
heat curve, end a comparison of tha estimated entropy
aaaociated with thia bwa$» with that of tha whola sample
indieataa that about 1% perovskite was present* Even if
thia did not ariaa from local inhot&ogeneity (compensated
excess aluminium oxide elaewhere), tha amount of excess
nacaesary to convert 1% of the garnet to perovskite
ia rather amallf and could hardly be avoided
proceaalng of such a large batch of starting
(more than 300 g)* Subsequent analysis (page
susceptibility experiments (Chapter 6) imply

in tha
materiel
6*4) and
that tha

bump could not have bean caused by f foreign' impurities.
i
Tha specific hect of thia impurity can be neglected at
all temperatures except those near 3,4°K,
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From the point of view of the present work, the
interesting part of the measured apeeific heat ia that
eauaed by the interactions of the magnetic Ions, but there
are three other possible contributions which must be
considered.
1) The Inner copper cage, thermometer, heat ing element and
G.B.vamish. These are in feet negligible within the
experimental accuracy.
2) Huelear hyperfine splitting* Wyatt (1963) has estimated
thia contribution from data on Dy in the ethyl sulphate
lattice, and the resonance g~values of Dy in YA1Q, and
concludes that the necessary correction lies within the
experimental error throughout the whole measured temperature
range*
3) Lattice contributions* The lattice specific heat can be
estimated from specific heat measurements on YOaO, which
has a similar structure to DAQ, and whose molecular weight
ia virtually identical (807*4 and 814*4 respectively)*
Bailey (unpublished) finds that the specific heat in the
helium range of TGaG obeys a Debye T lawt 0/H * 1.15 x 10*4 f3 Joulee/moleA:.
or according to the unite adopted in thia thesiss C/R »3* 83 x 1<T* T3 Jeules/g.ion of 9y/°i:
The greatest contribution will be at the higher temperatures,
\

and at 4°K will amount to 0*00243 Joules/g.ion/*K, compered
with a total specific heat of 0*133 that is, Just within

7.9
<

the experimental error of 3$ at these temperatures.
Harris and Meyer (1062) find an expression for the
lattice contribution to the specific heat of YlOt C/R ~ 1.3 x 1C*6 f3 Joulea/g ion of Y/°K.
Since this was only an estimated expression, whereas
Bailey*s result was a direct measurement, it is probable
that his expression provides e better indication of the
likely lattice contribution in DAG, but in any event,
the lattice eontribution is small. In view of the somewhat
conflicting datat and the small correction involved, the
lattice contribution has been ignored throughout the
measured temperature range,
Discussion of Results.

The peak of the specific heat anomaly at 2.49±0.15°K
(figure 7.5) is in good agreement with the susceptibility
measurements on the scaae sample, and on later single
crystal samples*
Interesting features of the anomaly ere its sharpness
(It has already been pointed out on page 6.6. that this
may almost certainly be taken as an indication of the chemical
purity of the specimen), the very rapid fall of specific hert
below the transition temperature, and the lack of symmetry
of the anomaly, which is very much steeper on the high than
on the low temperature side. This second feature is also
in good agreement with the susceptibility behaviour
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Of this material, whioh rapidly tends to aero below the
transitiontemperature (Figure 6.9).
As with the susceptibility, the molecular field
heat accurately
approximation should give the specific
"
*
at low temperatures* Curve (a) in Figure 7.5 represents the
molecular field behaviour of BAG, assuming that the
interactions are only magnetic dipolar between ions with
effective 3 * t» ^ = 18*3, g^-fiL- 0* The agreement found
is very bad, even at the lowest temperatures where the
approximation is most valid* Curve (b) represents a
molecular field approximation in which the ihterections are
Increased empirically to give good agreement at low
temperatures* Thus it is again found (o*f* page 6*15)
\
that simple magnetio dipolar interactions can account for
not more than 65$ of the total Interactions in DAG* .,
She asymmetry of the anomaly about the transition
temperature is in accordance with general predictions made
on the basis of the Ising model of cooperative phenomena*
This model considers the interactions between the z
eosjponexsts of nearest neighbour spins only. Although the
garnet lattice has not been treated theoretically,
Wakefield (19SI) has considered ferromagnetic interactions
in a simple cubic lattice, and Domb and Sykee (1957) end
(1962) hevw considered ferromagnetic interactions in a
body~centred cubic lattice, and in each ease, an infinite
»
discontinuity whioh is asymmetrical about the transition
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temperature is predicted* The latter authors suggest that
the results would be very similar for entiferroma/^nets.
Although DAG is not strictly an Ising substance ,
since there are long-range interactions, and although
none of these theoretical treatments corresponds exactly
with the particular case of DAG, the theoretical conclusions
ere generally supported ty the specific heat measurements*
The internal energy end entropy ehangaa associated
with the transition have been determined by numerical
integration of the area under the specific heat curve,
since

\ dT

where A TJ is the internal energy between T^ and TjjJ K
and assuming that C-C_ * GV, i.e., the lattice does not
contribute to the internal energy below 4°K* The area
in the vicinity of the anomaly was measured physically
(page 7*6)* The contribution to the internal energy from
the range 0 - 1*2°K was estimated from the fitted molecular
field curve (b), but only ©mounted to about 1$ of the total*
The contribution from the range 4.0 - co °K was estimated
a 1/x extrapolation*
According to this integration, the total internal
energy at 0°fe ( - U A) i* 1«94 i 0*25* Now according to
molecular field theory; *
- 0<0>/H = H

7f • 1O
Ju<-

.,.,.,.,

where IV ' ? $&\\ fa §*•••• the moment per spin
'= the Internal field at 0°K.
Bat H
is related to the Keel temperature
whence It follows that
2 H(0)/S r fN * 3.9 ± 0*5°K.
This value'<t is In good agreement with that obtained by
,*
fitting the molecular field to the low-temperature specific
curve (b in Figure 7.5), and also to that deduced from
the susceptibility measurements*
The total entropy t /JL\ dT
If a;
T-G

t;

was also obtained by numerical integration, and gave the
value 0.691 0.4. This is in excellent agreement with the
entropy expected for an alignment transition of a spin
S - i, namely In 2 - 0.693. The assumption that py in
BAG behaves as a Kramer's spin is thus validated*
MFisher (1962) has shown that there is a mathematical
relationship between the susceptibility and specific heat
of a siople two-lattice antiferrome^net
r •,

- A|U|P ; ;
where P is a slowly vaxylng function of temperature
and A Is a constant. Fisher's approach neglects dipole
interactions completely, hence there is no rigorous reason
wiay the theory should apply to BAG. However, a comparison
;'
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of the ffenotioaa

XT and U - Uto)/R (Figure 7.7) reveala
)

a eloae similarity of behaviour* In the graph, the
Buaceptibility ia corrected for demagnetisation to a
ahepe N - 0, and the thenaodynemic function la
multiplied by an arbitrary factor of 1*25 to normalise the
two graphs at the transition temperatures.
Conclusions*
The specific heat measurements are in good agreement
with the susceptibility" results, and the molecular field
treatment of the specific heat gives approximately the
seme error as the treatment of susceptibility*
The entropy indicates that By cen be regarded aa an
effective apin S r $• in B&O, while qualitative comparisons
between the properties of BAG and various theoretical
models are sufficiently worth while to indicate that
further useful theoretical work mi^it be carried out on
this substance*

Chapter 8*
Magnetic Transitions In Dyspresium Aluminium Garnet.
Introduction,,
On the evidence of the low ordering temperature of
DAG, the Internal forces responsible are relatively small,
and comparable with the forces experienced by the Ions
as a result of applied magnetic fields of reasonable
magnitude. The rare earth lone in garnets are strongly
coupled to the crystal field, so that for Dy In MG,
only two orientations are permitted for each Ion -'spin up 1
and*spin down 1 * Thus, depending on orientation, an applied
field sufficiently big should cause the spins in one or
more of the DAG sublattlces to 'flip 9 -i.e. become
ferro- instead of antiferromagnetic* We have investigated
this effect fcy measuring the magnetisation of a single
crystal of DAG as a function of applied field at various
temperatures, and with the applied field parallel with
several syrametry axes of the crystal*
Description of the Apparatus*
The apparatus used was a vibrating ample magnetometer
of the type first described by Poner (1059), built by
Drs A.F.G.^Srett and W.P.Wolf (^att,1963). The main
modification to the original design was that the magnet
was rotated rather than the specimen*
A schematic diagram of the apparatus Is shown in
Figure 8*1* The specimen is vibroted between the poles of
an electromagnet at a low audio frequency (75 c.p.s,) on
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the end of a rigid rodf Surrounding the specimen, and
j
*
also between the magnet*a poles, is a ooil system which
produces an a*e* signal from the motion of the specimen*
The sise of this signal is proportional to the magnetisation
of the specimen, and also to the amplitude and frequency
of the vibration. The two latter effects are nullified by
comparing the signal from the specimen coils with the
signal from a reference system comprising a d.c.coil
attached to the vibrating specimen rod, and also moving
within a similar pick-up coil system* The current to the
d»c* coil is adjusted toy variable resistors to balance the
.
«
signal from the specimen, as observed bgr a nail point on
the cathode rey oscilloscope (figure 8,2). The magnitude
of this d.c. current is measured across e standard resistance
ty means of a potentiometer*
A current-field relationship derived lay Dr M.t.Hutchings
for the magnet using a nuclear resonance probe was used in
estimating the magnetic field from the current flowing in
the magnet, which was measured by means of a potentiometer
across a standard resistance* Great care was exercised in
always making the measurements on the same section of the
b

:<

6

h

magnet 9 a hysteresis loop.
The apparatus waa calibrated tor measuring the moment of
the specimen as a function of field, and extrapolating the
curves of 14/H against H to zero field, where moment is
equivalent to susceptibility*The results were then compared
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with the susceptibility of the same specimen ae meaaured
directly on the susceptibility apparatus (Chapter 4), with
an overall accuracy of 1
L*
The simplest shape to prepare for which an accurate
Oemagoetisation correction can be made la a ephere, which
for the aake of accuracy in the present experiments, had
to be aa large aa possible. Since the angular variation of
moment waa to be measured, the specimen also had to be a
single crystal*
The largest available perfect single evystal of X&Q
weighed 10? mg» It wea found by trial and error, that
unworked garnet crystals can be very effectively made
into rough spheres lay rapid ahaking in a *Wl@»L»Bug*
micro grinding and mixing mill (Glen Greston Limited) in
an agate tube* This machine moves the agate tube in a
complicated 'figure 8* motion combined with rocking,
at very high speed* The presence in the tube with the crystal
of abrasive powders, other crystals, and steel ball be&rlnga
of various sizes were all found to be detrimental* About
an hour's ahaking waa needed, and the shaping process
appeared to be rather the result of repeated elicit ehipping
of the protruding areaa than any kind of grinding proceaa.
The rougjh sphere wee then lapped 'between two Dural
tubes of diameter only slightly less than the largest

8,4
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diameter of the crystal (otherwise the eiyetal •stuck 1 and
became less rather than more spherical)* A slurry of
lubricating oil end carborundum powder was used as the
grinding agent, progressively finer grades of powder being
substituted aa the ahape approached that of a sphere* The
i
ahape waa checked from time to time by placing the crystal
in a conical recess in a metal block, and measuring various
diameters with a travelling microscope until these were the
respect, it was necessary to
seme to within ^2%* In this
i
between accuracy of shape, and decrease in masa
compromise
•
(and henee in accuracy of measurement) by continued^ working
of the specimen* The final weight of the sphere was 44 mg*
Orientation of Specimen*
The crystal waa oriented by a two-stage process. It
was mounted initially in plasticine on an x-ray back
reflection camera in a random orientation* The symmetry
points on the photograph were identified by comparison
with the known symmetry axes of the garnets, end the crystal
adjusted by hand to have a (llQJ axis vertical. The
crystal was then transferred to a goniometer heed with
minimum loaa of orientation, and fixed ir position with
black wax*
The crystal was then accurately oriented by finding

[no!,

of *hich VL* ln * (no)

plane, and relating the measured angles between them to
the theoretical values! and checking that their symmetries
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eorreaponded with a vertical [lioj axis*
When the crystal was aligned to within about l°t it
was transferred to a special sample holder (Figure 4.4d,
page 4*9), the orientation being preserved by using a
lathe to mount the goniometer end sample holder* 'Areldite f
was the adhesive* The orientation was then finally cheeked
ty mounting the crystal on the x-ray camera once again
so that its supposed 110] axis was parallel with the x-ray
beam. The resulting photograph was found to display the
correct symmetry*
The orientation was confirmed after the specimen had
been transferred to the magnetic moment machine* The variation
of moment with angle of applied field at 1.1°K and a field
of 10 k*oe. was measured (Figure 6«3)« The symmetry of
this graph corresponds exactly with that of the paramagnetic
resonance spectra of rere earths in garnets when the field
is also applied in a (110) plane (see, for instance,
Ball et al.,1960). The angles between the maxima and
minima correspond exactly with the angles between the
[ill], J110J and [100| exes in a (110) plane (see inset
in Figure 8.3).
he
The measurements were made along the [111] , [liqj and
JIOOJ axes of the crystal* Since the sublattioes of BAG are
oriented along the major crystal axes (page 6*14), fields
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applied along these axes affect three, two and one
sublattioe respectively (since if the H>y ions are true
magnetic dipeles, as we assume, fields applied perpendicular
to them are without effect upon them: .Inasmuch as the Dy
ions are known to have finite moments in the x and y directions,
as well as the 2, this is not strictly true. However, since
the force is proportional to g% g
and g ere negligible
ecopsrisesi with g • )*
At each temperature, measured with a mercury manometer
or Macleod .gauge, and monitored on a differential oil
manometer, the magnet was carefully cycled and the moment
measured at various fields, starting with the highest.
This procedure was repeated for each orientation of the
field* The results were plotted continuously as graphs
of induced magnetisation against applied field strength,
and regions in which the variation was fast were mapped out
in more detail* The resulting curves are shown in Figures
8*4,8*5 and 8.6.
Discussion*
If g^ c: 18*3* g- « 8y ~ 0, and the atomic moments are
saturated at low temperatures and high applied field, some

of the anisotropy properties of DAG should be calculable
from simple geometric considerations, since individual spins
oust lie along one of the principal cube axes of the crystal*
Thus, for instance, a cubic crystal is symmetrical
ill the (no) plane about the [loo] and [lioj axes, end
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asymmetrical about the fill] axle. Inspection of Figure 8.3
reveals that the magnetic moment la symmetrical about
the JOqj and jllOJ axes, and asymmetrical about the [ill] .
The values of the moments should alao be related by
simple geometrical ratios. Thus, with an applied field in
the 100 direction, only two of the six sublsttloes are
parallel with the field* Thus, the moment in this direction
should be one third of the moment which would be produced
ty aligning all ions in the same direction ('?)• With the
applied field along the [ill] axle, all the mibl&tticee
are equivalent, and the components of their moments along
the 111 axis should total 1/F§ M. Similarly, a field in
. *
^
the lie] direction is perpendicular to two sublottioes,
and makes en angle of 45° with the other four, so that the
total moment should be 2/3^2 H* Thus, the ratio of the
moments in the [ill] , jllo[ and [lOOJ directions should
bejds\f!:l9 or 1.73tl.4lil. The actual experimental values
(Figure 8.3) were 1.63tl.41tl * very reasonable agreement
considering the assumptions.
Assuming that the sublattlces all remain ferromagnetic,
and that the components of the applied field parallel with
the sublattlce magnetisation directions remain big enough
to saturate the atomic moments, it is possible to calculate
the variation of moment with angle in the vicinity of the
[ill] axis* If the field makes an angle 3 with the
directlont the component from the sublattice magnetised in
this direction is 1/3 M cos 9, and from each of the other
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two sublattices 1/3 M(l/J2F sin 9), making a total moment
in the direction of the field of 1/3 M(coa 9+ \[2 sin 9).
This relationship ia plotted for g^ = 18*3 in Figure 8*3*
The agreement ia quite good, indicating the validity of the
assumptions*
Remarkable features of the curves, particularly those
for the Jill] and |llO) *xes (figures 8.4 and 8*6) are
the linear variation of moment with field at the lowest
tcmperaturee* This effeot becomes yet more striking if
the curves are corrected to toroidal shape (Figures 8,8,
8.8, 8*9) when especially in the [ill} direction, critical
fields appear at which the moment reaches saturation very
rapidly. At the lowest temperatures, the value of this
critical field becomes independent of temperature. Thus, we
have the remarkable effect that the transition is first
order only for certain shapes of specimen* This has not
been predicted in any theoretical consideration of the
magnetisation of an entiferromsgnet, but Wyett (1963) has
tentatively explained the phenomenon by postulating
filamentary ferromagnetic domains within the material.
The same author also interpolates curves of constant
magnetisation against temperature, and demonstrates the
qualitative resemblances between them and similar curves
calculated by Fisher (1960) for a two-dimensional laing
antiffcrromagnet.
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Conclusions.
Tha magnetic moment measurements on DAQ are in accordance
with the theories elaborated from the susceptibility,
specific heat and paramagnetic resonance results on the
aame material and ion, and confirm that it may be regarded
aa a 6-sublettice leing-type antiferromagnet with a
transition temperature of 2.49°K*
They furthar show that it is.possible to cause one,
two or three of the paira of antiferromagnetic latticea
to become ferromagnetic, according to the direction of the
applied field* The existence of critical fields at low
temperatures fcr a toroidal specimen has- been demonstrated.

Chaptar 9
Tha Oxides of Europium
Introduction*
Until quite recently, only two oxides of europium
wara known, namely, tha divalent oxide EuO (despite tha
doubts of Sidgwiok, 1950) with Had etructure (Sick,
Baaneigar and fyring, 1956), and tha trivalent oxide
BUgOg which exists in two modifications, a low-temperature
oubic form common to tha heavier rare earth eeequioxides
(Yarahaw and Roy, 1961) which transform* irreversibly
into the night-temperature monoclinie form (Curtia and
Tharp, 1959) at temperaturea over 1050°C*
The divalent oxide ia particularly interesting
magnetically, since it is one of the very few known
electrically insulating ferromagnets, and orders at quite
a higfc temperature* Matthias, Bozorth and Tan Vleck (1961)
measured the magnetic moment of this material as a function
of temperature in fields of 8 and 12 k.oe., and extrapolated
a Curie temperature of 77°K from their results*
In the last few years, a number of workers have
investigated intermediate oxides, A compound claimed to
have the composition BuO.BUgOg has been prepared in a
number of way a* Bfcrningfraueen and Brauer (1962) obtained
it by heating together equimolar amounts of BUgOg anfi Eu°
at 900°C in en inart atmosphere* Aohard (1960) formed an
impure oxide by heating stolchlometric amounts of Su2°3
and pure carbon. Reu (1963) was unable to obtain single
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phaae SOgO^ in this way, since even whan the mixture
was heated for two hours at 1300°C and then for five
minutes at 1700°C in argon, the product contained
unreacted carbon* and presumably other europium phases.
Ran (1963) olaima to hare produced consistently single
phaae Sti^O^ by reducing BUgOg or Eu(OH)3 in hydrogen at
1650°C, end by malting SiiQ *° ^dr°een. His product takes
the form of black ohunksy which give a red-brown powder
when finely divided, and which contain small dark red
crystals on which he carried out single crystal awrsy
studies. He reports that Sua04 eiystallises in the
orthorhombio system, and is isomorphous with BUgSr04>
a compound in which Sr replaces Su (Bftrninghausen and
Brauer, 1962)*
Qarton and Hukin (1963) also claim to have prepared
Bu3°4 fcy controlled oxidation of SuO, as a bright yellow
powder* This they analysed by Ignition in air, and by
low temperature susceptibility and magnetic moment
measurements, all compatible with the formula lUgO^. They
alao made x-ray powder diffraction measurements, but were
not able to determine the structure.
Bau (1963) also prepared another orthorhombic
intermediate valency europium oxide which he called 'Ortho I 1 ,
a terminology we shall also adopt* This was first obtained
as yellow or red crystalline deposits on ftigQg during
measurements of the compatibility of Eu-Oo and noble metals
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in hydrogen at 1425°C. He subsequently prepared well-formed
orange-yellow ei-ystela of ortho I ty heating Eu^Og powder
in a stream of d*y hydrogen for 60 - 120 hours at
1425 - 1650°C. He analysed this material by ignition in
sir, and found an approximate oxygen to europium ratio of
111.
It seems £rom x*»ray crystaLlographie work, that
ortho I has a vexy unusual structure* Initial examination of
the rotation photograph indicated approximate lattice
parameters of a * 9.71 f , b = 7*07 £ end c - 5,60 £«
However, a closer examination revealed week layer lines
which could only be indexed if the true repeat distance
along the b-axis were seven times 7,07, i.e. b - 49*5 £•
From these x-ray measurements and a density determination,
Heu concludes that the unit cell contains ^64 Su atoms,
end tentatively suggests (private communication) that the
unit cell might comprise four formula units of Bu^O^.
The similarity in appearance between Carton and Hukin'e
9Itig04 t and H«u f s 'Ortho I* suggests that they might be
the seme substance, and a direct comparison of the x-ray
powder photographs confirms this. There thus remain four
well-defined oxides of europium. The magnetic properties
of the two new oxides were unknown, so we measured the
paramagnetic susceptibilities both for the inherent interest
of these measurements, and also in the hope that information
concerning the chemical composition of these oxides might
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be obtained*
Conventional chemical techniques are not very effective
in analysis of a substance such as ortho I because of
the hi$* atomic weight of Bu, and small difference in
oxygen content between Bu and Eu
compounds* The
large unit cell would make a complete structural
determination by x»ray techniques a major research project*
However, the magnetic properties of the two valency states
of europium are very different* lu
{4f^> as in Bu^Og
is virtually diamagnetic, especially at low temperatures,
while BuIT (4ff ) is strongly paramagnetic* In addition,
for the electronic configuration 4f7 , «7 = S - 7/2, which
is not split appreciably tjy the crystal field* Hence, the
apparent molecular weight containing 1 g.ion of Eu may
readily be calculated from the observed and \ calculated
susceptibilities, and weight of specimen* If it IB assumed
that Eu111 is completely diamagnetle, and that the compound
contains only Bu and Of then the empirical formulae can be
4H>Vfe

computed.
Buroplum Seequloxide
We measured a large sample of commercial (i.e. 99*9%
pure in terms of other rare earths, largely Od and Nd)
&2g03 &&d found a susceptibility of 0*8 x 10~2 e«m*u* per
g*ion of europium which was virtually temperature^independent.
This is in agreement with expectation (Van Vleck,1937),
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and for the remainder of the chapter, we shall assume
that the paramagnetism of Hi111 is negligible compered
with
BuroDoue Oxide (Sup).
Boaorth et al. (1959) measured the alloy
in which ae-rsy studies indicate trivalency for the
europium, end found that this compound appears to become
ferromagnetic at about 70°K, but with a very small
saturation moment , extremely contradictory behaviour.
Matthias, Bosorth and Tan Vleck (1961) suspected that this
might be an impurity effect, and unaware of the existence
of intermediate oxides, concluded that EuO was probably
responsible for the anomaly*
They prepared a sample of BuO by heating stoichiometrie
amounts of Stt and BttO in a silica tube at 1220°C, and
measured its magnetic moment. ^y applying a Weiss-Forrer
extrapolation to their results, they obtained a value of
the Curie temperature of 77°K, only fair agreement with

the temperature of the anomaly in Bulr2*
We have checked this work by measuring the susceptibility
of a sample of EuO in the liquid nitrogen range* This
was prepared by controlled oxidation of Eu foil, followed
by removal of excess europium metal by volatilisation in vacuo.
I am indebted to B.A.Hukin and Dr G.Garton for preparing
this specimen*
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The results are presented ae a plot of molar
susceptibility against temperature in Figure 9.1, Only a
very small sample was used ( ^20 ag) since luO is very
strongly paramagnetic, so it was not possible to estimate
\
the shape of the sample and apply a demagnetising correction*
All the measurements were made in the critical region
where a Curie-Weiss law is not obeyed, but the apparent
saturation value of the susceptibility is of the right
order of magnitude for EuO.
The discontinuity appears slightly more marked in
Figure 9,2, which represents the behaviour of the
reciprocal susceptibility* The Curie temperature is
most probably at 69°K,± i°K.
The measurements were very difficult to perform,
since the signal from the coll was very distorted, and
there were large ( )> 7 unite) AH effects indicating a
big 0ut~of-phase susceptibility. No peak wae observed in
/\R, and the susceptibility was not dependent on the
Bize of measuring field.
Additional evidence for a Curie temperature of 69°K
is provided by measurements on other samples which
contained BuO as an impurity. One of these (Figure 9,3)
resulted from an attempted preparation of EuO which was
accidentally over-oxidised* The general form of the
graph is the eazae as Figure 9,1, but in this case, the
measurements were made with much less difficulty, A
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similar discontinuity waa also observed in en Incompletely
reacted powder specimen of 3uO.Od203 prepared by solid phase
reaction from seuQ and

ortho
Three different samples of this materiel were measured,
two of which behaved identically within the experimental
accuracy, and a third which seetaed to be contaminated with
EUgOg or some other diamagnetic impurity. The two samples
with identical behaviour were one of bright yellow powder,
and the other of email orange-red crystals, both kindly
supplied t$r V? R«Hau» The third sample was of the yellow
powder originally identified ss 'BuuO^ 9 and supplied by
Cr G.Garton and Mr D.A.Hukin,
Figure 9*4 shows the results of two measurements of
the veri&tion of susceptibility in the nitrogen range for
a a&aple of the red crystals, expressed as a plot of
reciprocal /^againat T. Figure 9*5 shows the results in
the hydrogen range of the same sample of red crystals
and for a sample of Hau's yellow powder, the results
being normalised according to the weights taken. The yellow
>Bua°4* ft&aple w&s &L*° Aectsttred at hydrogen temperatures,
and was found to have the same Wet SB constant, but a
Curie constant much lower than the other samples* Hence,
it was concluded that this sample was Identical with the
others, apart from containing some diamagnetic impurity,
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so no further measurements wei*e zaade.
The susceptibility of the red crystals in the helium
range was high, and there were large AR effects, though
i
the susceptibility was independent of measuring field*
The results are shown in Figure 9.6, while Figure 9.7
shows the behaviour of the red crystals throughout the
temperature range. All susceptibilities are in arbitrary
units, since the molecular weight of this substance was
unknown*
.
fleaqlts and Discussion.
Ortho I obeys a Curie-Weise law in the nitrogen end
hydrogen temperature ranges. In the nitrogen range, the
law (determined by a 'least squares 1 fit) isi~
- * - 4.Q

though the Weiss constant is not thus accurately determined,
owing to the insenaitlvity of the expression to it*
In the hydrogen range, both powder and crystalline
samples obeyed the expression: *
T - 5,1

It is slightly surprising that the susceptibility in the
hydrogen range obeys a Curie-Weise law, since with a Weiss
9 of 4~5°K, there should be appreciable departures at the
lower temperatures caused by local ordering.
The results are uncorrected for shape, but the two
samples were of comparable mass and shape*
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The difference between the Weiss Os of the two
expresalons is almost within the limits of experimental
error, but It is probably significant* A change of less
than 2% In the calibration constant of the coil owing to
expansion between the two temperature ranges would account
for the discrepancy. It has already been pointed out
(page 4.13) that this cannot be checked since the
susceptibility of the calibration standard is too low at
nitrogen temperatures. It is also conceivable that this
is a genuine physical effect. The Weiss 0, representing
the interactions between the ions, appears to be smaller
at the hi$ier temperatures. This could result from
anlsotroplc lattice expansion (in an orthorhomblc substance)
increasing the interatomic distances, and altering the
interatomic angles. However, it IB not possible to make
even a roujh estimate of the order of ma^iitude of such
an effect, though it is consistent with the lower Weiss
e at higher temperatures, A similar difference between
the Weiss 9s in the two temperature ranges has been
observed by Wyatt (1963) in QdCl^
The Curie constant of an ion with configuration
4f^ can be calculated from the expression quoted on page
4,14, substituting S (^(L+S^ - Jf since L^O) ^7/2,
and a value C ~ 7,819 o.m.u, per g,ion of Gd^IjTbJV or
is obtained.
Using this value, the gradients of the graphs of
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reciprocal AM against T (nguree 9.4 and 9.5), the
eallbratlon constant of the apparatus and the weight of
the sample taken, the effective molecular wsight of
oertho Z containing Jt g,lon of la1* ean be calculated, and
the value obtained la 198. Thus, after allowing for
experimental error, the molecular weight lies between
196 and $00,
Aaauming that this material contains only europium and
oaygen, the empirical formula lies between BuQ^ ^g and
From Ran 'a (1963) x*»ray and density measurements, It
la possible to calculate an empirical formula, very crudely,
uaing the espreaeion au
* - 1.6604

where r la the denalty In
H la the molecular weight
n la the number of formula-units per unit cell

f la the volume of the unit cell In
Thereforet for ortho I,
11.11 ^10f 980
Empirical formula
Ho* of £u etome per unit eeU
66
64
63

Since Rau does not quote any errors for hie x-ray
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density measurements, so that it is not possible to
estimate the error in the molecular weight calculation made
above| but unless it is very gross, a comparison of the
empirical formulae calculated by x-ray and magnetic methods
indicates that there ere 65 2u atoms in the unit cell* This
does not accord well with Rau's observations of a 7-fold
layer structure, for which 63 ions would seem more reasonable*
The data accumulated on ortho I can almost all be
explained if this substance contains silicon as well as
oxygen and europium* The effective molecul&r weight of
BUgSi04 per g.ion of Su is 198, end the molecular weight
of 28 formula units (a suitable number for 7-fold layers)
is 11,090, not very different from the molecular weight
calculated from Rau'e work* Oarton end Hukin analysed their
material (now shown to have been a mixture) for silicon,
with negative results, but it seems significant that
formation of ortho I In their apparatus was always
associated with formation of glassy silicon monoxide,
indicating some silicon present in the vapour phase* Rau
gives no details of the material of his apparatus, but
it seems likely that it was made of silica, or some
silicate such as mullite, and the actual weight of silica
needed to convert a smell amount of BuO to KEu^SiO^ is
very small*
A sample of Rau's powder ortho I gave a positive
ammonium molybdete/etannous chloride test,for silicates,
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but this test is extremely sensitive (Vogel, 1945), and
insufficient material was available for a quantitative
measurement* The question must at present be left opent
pending more definite chemical analyses of the relevant
materials, or alternatively! magnetic studies of genuine
Perhaps a final clue is provided by the colour of this
material* If it were genuinely an oxygen-rich BuO phase,
a very dark colour might be expected as a result of charge
transfer (c.f. Tb^Q^Fr^Q^) while the typical colour of
divalent europium (Garton and Rukin, 1963) is yellow,
as in the carbonate, formate, hydroxide etc* Thus, the
balance of evidence seems to indicate that this substance
is a silicate, rather than en oxide*
The results in the liquid helium range seem to
suggest that ortho I undergoes a ferromagnetic transition
between 4.2 and 14°K, and is ferromagnetic throughout
the liquid helium range* The apparent fall in the susceptibility
is probably spurious, since the out-of-phase component was
very large, and increased with decreasing temperature*
Because of this fall, and the unknown shape, it was not
possible to estimate the saturation value of the moment*
Mr K.A.Gehring and Dr A.H.Cooke of this laboratory
have measured the magnetic moment of ortho I by a d.c.
method, and confirm that it is indeed ferro- (or ferri-0
magnetic in the liquid helium range, and that the true
susceptibility is virtually temperature-independent. They
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find • transition temperature of 4*6°)| ± 0.3° (privet*
communication). This is consistent with the observed
ferromagnetic Veisa constant in the hydrogen end nitrogen
ranges*

The material measured was supplied by Dr B.Kau, end
consisted of shiny black chunks, claimed by him to be
substantially single phase BUgO^. The material seemed to
be homogeneous under microscopic examination* Two separate
samples were measured in the liquid nitrogen, hydrogen and
helium temperature ranges, and a third sample was measured
more carefully in the liquid nitrogen range* The results of
all these experiments seem to be consistent, within the
combined experimental errors, and differences caused t$r
varying ( unconnected) demagnetising corrections. The results
are given as AM, and the measurements are normalised
according to the different weights of the samples.
Figure 9.8 represents the behaviour of all three samples
measured throughout the temperature range, expressed as
reciprocal susceptibility against temperature* figure 9*9
represents the variation of susceptibility with temperature
in the helium range, and Figure 9*10 the behaviour in the
hydrogen range as reciprocal susceptibility against
temperature. Figure 11 shows the variation of susceptibility
throughout the temperature range.
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Results and Discussion*

It ia immediately apparent from Figures 9*8 and 9*11
that thia aubatance does not obey a Curie-Weiss law in any
part of the temperature range investigated, so that if it
ia indeed a single phase, then ita behaviour is vexy
unusual indeed*
From Figure 9*9 it seems that this substance undergoes
an ordering transition just above 4*2°K» Although the
susceptibility appears to fall with temperature, there were
H effects which Increased with decreasing
large
temperature, so that, aa with ortho I, it la not clear
whether the ordering is ferro- or antl*ferromagnetlc*
The solid line on Figure 9*8 shows the gradient to
be expected of a phase with composition BuQ04 obeying a
Curle-Weies law, and neither the hydrogen nor the nitrogen
pointa obey a law even approximating to this*
The nitrogen range points seem to indicate an ordering
transition to a ferromagnetic state, and the moat likely
candidate in an oxygen-europium phase ia EuQ, though
the shape of the curve does not show a discontinuity at
70°K (aee Figaros 9*1,2 and 3, and pages 9.6-7).
If a small amount of BuO (^1$) la present in the
ID 0 f the moment of the BuO will be saturated by liquid
hydrogen temperatures, and it should be poesible to
analyse the measured susceptibility to a Curie-Wales law
with temperature-Independent teirot -
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T -Q
where M and 4 relate to the
°t
relates to the
The better set of results
were analysed in this way, and

paramagnetic phase, and
ferromagnetic phase*
(lower curve in Figure 9.10)
obeyed an expression

f - 6,0

The ralue of the molecular weight per g*ion of Bu11
calculated f*om this Curie constant lies within 5$ of the
expected value for BttgO^ while the Welaa 0 is fUlly
compatible with the observed ordering of the specimen in
the helium range* The temperature independent term could
be caused ty the presence of about 1$ of BuO, based on the
measurements reported earlier in thia chapter.
The second set of measurements were made on a much
smaller specimen, and are correspondingly leaa accurate,
but within the experimental accuracy, fit a similar law
with a somewhat higher Curie constant and temperature
independent term, indicating that the specimen was not
completely homogeneous, a result also Indicated lay the
difference between the two specimens in the helium range.
fioneluaiona*
The oxygen-europium eyatem seems to be very interesting.
While the Curie temperature of KuO is somewhat lower than
suggested toy earlier work, it is still very high * especially
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whan compered with tha ordering tanparaturaa of othar
eompounda containing tha 4f7 configuration ion (sea Figures
5.5,10*3 and pagaa 10*1-3; and tyatt,1963).
A single phase discovered independently in this
country and tha U.S.A., and claimed to be an intarmadiate
europium oxide, haa baan tentatively idantifiad as tha
silicate of to11, SOSiC, a formula which accords wall
with tha magnetic and sway structural evidence. It ia
Just poasible that tha compound ia a very slightly
ttqrgen-rieh modification of BuO with empirical formula
approximately BuO^ Q73. Tha compound becomes ferromagnetic
at about 4»6°K»
Another phase idantifiad as Bu<j04 on the basis of its
x-ray diffraction properties has baan investigated magnetically,
and shown to undergo an ordering transition at a temperature
somewhat highar than 4«£°!K* It ia not possible to determine
whether this ia to ferro- or antiferroaagnetlc state, since
tha a.e* method doas not give tm&fcblguouG results* Its
behaviour in tha liquid hydro/ en and nitrogan tamparattira
ranges ia not explicable in terms of a single phase. Since
the material ia not visibly inhomogeneouB, tha imparity
must be widely dispersed in the aatnple, and approximately
1$ of BuO, its detailed bahaviour ali^htly modified by its
finely divided stata, or partial solid solution in
would cause tha strange effects observed* An accurate
analysis of tha results in these terma is not poasible,
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since impurity amounts of BuO swamp the true behaviour
of &igQ4 in the liquid nitrogen ranget and in the liquid
hydrogen range, the susceptibility of Bu^O^ should be
asymptotic to a Curie-Weias law with a Weiss 0 of several
degrees* However, qualitatively, the results are
ecsnpatible with those to be expected from a sample of
B«Jg04 containing about 1% of BuO* It is not easy to see
how BUg04 can be prepared free from luO, or hew the presence
and concentration of BuO in a staple can be demonstrated
in any other way,'
Postscript*

Since this Chapter was written, a paper has appeared
in B$re«Bav* Letters* 15th.,September,1960,Volume ll,p*251
on the magnetic properties of Bu^SiO^. M*W*Shafer,
T*H«MoOuire and J.C.Smith prepared this compound es bright
lemon yellow crystals by solid state reaction between
EuO and SiOg* This was found by direct comparison with
Bau's 'Ortho I* to be identical, and to neve the seme unit
cell dimensions quoted on page 9,3, with 28 formula units
per unit cell* The magnetic moment measurements indicated
a Curie temperature of 7 i 1°K, and the substance was in
fact ferromagnetic in the liquid helium temperature range*
thus, the conclusion that we had reached independently,
that f Ortho I 1 is a silicate rather than oxide phase is
vindicated, and the deduced forsrul© and secured m
properties confirmed*

Chapter 10*

The Paramagnetic Susceptibilities of Various Materials.
A) ^ybium Tetrafluoride and Qsdoliniuia Tri~iodide«
Extensive Investigations have recently shown that
anhydrous Odd* is a very Interesting compound magnetically
(Wolf et al. ,1961;Garton et al., 1962;Leaskf Wolf and Ityatt,
19621 9yatt,1963). It undergoes a ferromagnetic transition
at a temperature convenient for accurate physical
measurements (2,2°K) end is therefore one of the few known
ionic non-conducting ferromagnets* In addition, its
structure is veil known, and it is conveniently grown
into single crystals (Shore,1963)*
The susceptibilities of some other rare earth anhydrous
halldea have been surveyed in order to select materials
likely to repay further detailed investigation ($yett,1963).
Since the 4f7 ions present less theoretical difficulties
than most of the other rare earth ions, Ifyatt has measured
EuglgiOdFoftOffirw in addition to GdClg. GdBTg appears to
become ferromagnetic at 1«8°K, while Budg and GdF« obey
Curie-Weies laws with ferromagnetic Weiss Os of 1*2 and 0*1°
respectively* We add to the series with measurements on
TbF4 and Gdl^.
Figure 10*1 shows the susceptibility of Tb?4 in the
liquid helium and hydrogen ranges as a plot of reciprocal
susceptibility against temperature. In the hydrogen range,
the behaviour may be represented by a lawi -
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~ 8.27/W + 3*5)
In 3pite of the large Weiaa 0, there is no indication of
ordering In the helium range, though there are departures
from linearity. Plotted on the same graph to the same scale
Is the reciprocal molar susceptibility of TbFg (after
ty*ttjl963) 9 and the dip in the Tb?4 curve is seen to
correspond with a minimum at 3.2°K in the TbFQ curve.
Since the apparent Curie constant is also too hl$i
(8*2? instead of 7*82) t it is probable that this sample
of TbF^ contains about 5% of TbP^, which would account
satisfactorily for both discrepancies.
The specimen was prepared lay Mr B. Shore, by heating
anhydrous finely powdered TbP« in a stream of fluorine gas
at about 300°C for 15 minutes* The product was a pale pink
powder, smelling strongly of fluorine* All the lines on
an a*»rsy powder photograph were indexed in terms of the
expeeted monoclinic unit cell of TbP^ (Onrani nghflm, Feey and
Rollier, 1954)* An attempt to analyse the product by
estimating the active fluorine a© iodine liberated from
KI solution indicated that the material was only 84% Tb?4,
but bubbles of gas were noted when the compound was added
to the solution, probably resulting ffrom oxidation of the
water by the fluorine*
Gadolinium
This compound is very difficult to produce in the pure
state f ainee it is very readily oxidised and hydrolyeed by
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sir and water, and decomposes to ths elements on sublimation*
However, a small amount of pure material was collected,
end stored in liquid nitrogen until its susceptibility oould
be measured. The results in the liquid helium range are
shown in figure 10*2 as a plot of reciprocal molar
susceptibility against temperature, and obey a Curie-Weiss
lawi % M = 7,8i/<T 40*26)
The agreement with the theoretical Curie constant
is very good, and shows that the material was substantially
pure* Since iodine has such a high atonic weight, any
substitution of oxygan for iodine would hav* a gross effect
upon the molecular weight, and hence upon the apparent
molar susceptibility* Owing to its unstable chemical
properties, this compound would be extremely difficult to
obtain as a single crystal* Zt is therefore quite convenient
that the Weiss 9 is very low, sines no further investigations
on this material are worth while*
B)
Introduction.
The rare earth o^yfluorides, general formula HOF, are
a series of simple compounds of known stoichiometry and
structure which might prove suitable for investigating the
behaviour of rare earth ions* Like the garnets, they ere
chemically inert, and contain only one type of lattice site
for the rare earth ions* There are three diam&gnetlc host
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lattices, TOP, LaOF and LuOP for investigating the
individual propertied of the rare earth ions* Kielsen
(I960) claimed to have produced fairly large single crystals
of TOF as a ty-product of TIG growth in the presence of a
higfi concentration of F~, so that it appeared that these
compounds might be fairly readily available as sizeable
single crystals after a certain amount of development work*
Their crystal structure is closely related to the
fluorite structure, but attempts to prepare cubic
modifications of the oxyfluorldes with random distribution
of the fluorine and osgrgen ions hare been unsuccessful
(Zach&riasen, 1951). Two modifications of the fluorite
structure are known in the rare earth osyfluorides, a
metestable tetragonal form and a rhombohedrel fora* In a
number of cases (CeOF, for instance) the deviation of the
tetragonal fora from cubic is too small to be detected*
The deviation increases as a function of increasing atomic
number.
The local crystal field about each rare earth consists
of four fluorine and four oxygen ions at the corners of a
more or less distorted cube, with the rare earth at the
body centre. The aniona are so disposed that each body
diagonal of the cube has an oxygen ion at one end, end a
fluorine at the other. Alternatively, the crystal field
may be described as overlapping tetrahedra, one of 1%
and the other of CT~« Thus, the local crystal field symmetry
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at the rare earth ions is cubic, the slight departures
being expressed as a small axial contribution. This is
qualitatively the same situation as the rare earth ions
in garnets, arid basically similar magnetic behaviour
inigfrt be expected.
The susceptibilities of micro-crystalline samples of
some of the rhombohedral rare earth oxyfluorides have been
measured, as a preliminary survey* The samples were
prepared by Mr B.S.Albone (1963) in attempts to produce
large single crystals, and were identified ty indexing
their x-ray powder photographs on the basis of the known
structure parameters* tinder the microscope, they were
seen to be homogeneous crystalline phases*
Gadolinium Oxyfluoride*
The results for the liquid hydrogen and helium
temperature ranges are shown in Figure 10*3 as molar
susceptibility against temperature* In the hydrogen range,
the points obey a law* ~
* 7.92/CT f 8*2)
but in view of the large Weiss 3, the points in the
tydrogen range must lie on a curve asymptotic to the true
Curie-Weiss law, so not too much reliance can be placed
on the exact figures. The higher temperature points in the
liquid helium range are fully compatible with an
antiferromagnetic ordering transition between 4.2 and 14°K.
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The Bdnimun in the suaoeptibility is ratfcer myaterious,
and there is at present no detailed explanation, but
experience has shown that spurious and misleading effects
are observed in the vicinity of magnetic ordering phenomena
using an aa*e method. Whan a large single crystal becomes
available) further work on this material would be worth while,
Dysprosium Qgyfluorl4e»
Figure 10,4 represents the temperature variation of
for this substance, and like QdOF above, and DAG,
the susceptibility reaohee a maximum, and then falla away
sharply. The point of steepest elope seems to be 3,0° i 0*1
Unlike DA.Q, the susceptibility does not tend to aero at
0°K, but seems to be approaching a value approximately
2/3 the »?ffarf™ng> value, as is usual for powder samples of
antiferromsgnets (Nagamlya,Yo»hida and Kubo,1955). In the
absence of out-of-phase susceptibility effects, it can
reasonably be assumed that this material undergoes an
antiferromafgotio transition*
In the hydrogen range, the points obey a law! ^u

=* 13*32/<T 4- 7,01)

but as with OdOF, the points must be asymptotic to the
true Curie-¥eiss lew, and the possibility of a temperature
independent contribution to the susceptibility from an
excited state cannot be eliminated.
The general similarity of behaviour between this
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compound and HAG met be remarked* The Curie constants in
the hydrogen range are approadmately the seme, both
materials become antiferroiaagnetio at about 3°K* In the
non-cubic oasyfluoride, the aublattice arrangements in the
ordered stete are not likely to be as simple as in BA0,
but this material would probably repay further study*
Erbium Oaarflooride*
the susceptibility of SrO? over the measured temperature
range Is shown as a plot of Xyf againet T in Fi^are 10.5.
The solid line is? computed from the expression: = 4*872T/(T t 8»583) -h 0.126T*
As with IftrOFi the behairiour is strikingly similar to the*
of the same ion in the altjuainium garnet lattice (figure 5»7) f
both the Curie constant and temperature independent terms
being of approximately similar else. There is no Indication
of ordering} even at the lowest temperatures measured*
KeodymiujB Oxyfluorine,
The results for this compound are shown in Figure 10*6
ae a plot of reciprocal susceptibility against temperature*
The results cannot be satisfactorily fitted to a Curie-Weiss
lew with temperature independent term* The hydrogen range
points deviate from linearity, probably as a result of
population of the first excited state, while the helium
range points seem to indicate some local ferromagietic
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ordering.
Discussion.

In a general way, the behaviour of the oxyfluorides
of gadolinium, dysprosium and erbium seems to resemble
that of the corresponding aluminium garnets, with the main
difference that the Interactions are stronger in the
oayfluoridee. Since the oxyfluorldee are more concentrated
magnetically than the gamete, and the crystal fields are
qualitatively similar In the two lattices, this is In
accordance with expectation.
The gadolinium and dysprosium compounds both undergo
ordering transit ions in the measured temperature range,
both almost certainly to entlferromagnetic states. If large
enough single cry stale can be prepared, these substances
will probably repay further detailed Investigation,
provided that spectroseoplc or resonance measurements are
made on dilute specimens as well.
0 The Rare Earth-Transition Metal Double Nitrates.
The existence of a series of double nitrates of the
can be
R
general formula Rill d**II3(^3)12*^ ^O, where «tIII
Bl 9 La or one of the lighter rare earths, and && can be
Mg,2n,l^,Cof »l,Fe,Cu has long been known (e.g. Oroth,1908).
It is relatively easy to obtain large single crystals of
most of these substances from aqueous solution, and since
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thay are abla to incorporate ao many different paramagnetic
ions, thay have baan the subjects of many experiments in
magnetism* For instance, thay have been used as host
lattices in many paramagnetic resonance experiments
(Bowers and Owenf 1956) • Cerium magnesium nitrate has
bean used in adiabetic demagnetisation (Ambler at el*»
1953 j Dsniela and Robinson, 1953) and thara have alao
bean paramagnetic susceptibility, spin-lattice relaxation,
nuclear orientation and specific heat measurements.
Racentlyy Berman, Brock and Huntley (1963) in thia
laboratory hare started to investigate tha thermal
conductivities of these materials in magnetic fields. Tha
detailed theory of their measurements is complicated, but
esaentially, thermal conduction at low temperatures ia
effected by spin phonons of a Boltszasnn distribution of
energies. Under certain conditions, the spin phonone of
a particular energy can be absorbed by paramagnetic ions,
which advance to en excited state aa a result. In the
critical conditions where the phonons ara absorbed by
the paramagnetic ionay thay are no longer available for
thermal conductivity, and there ia an anomalous fall in
thia property* The temperature at which this occurs ia
related to the interactions between the paramagnetic ions.
These compounds were chosen for the investigation
because of their availability aa sufficiently large, hi^ti
quality single crystals. Susceptibility measurements are
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important, as providing a totally independent measure of
the magnetic interactions*
BxperimentaU
Pure lanthanum nitrate was dissolved in hot distilled
water, together with the correct mole proportion of divalent
metal nitrate* A few cos of concentrated nitric acid was
added to lower the solubility of the mixed nitrate, and
prevent hydrolysis* After the solution had cooled, the
saturated liquor was decanted to a Fetri dish, and seeded
with a few good small crystals from the remaining mass of
solid, and the solution set aside to evaporate slowly in
a desiccator over concentrated sulphuric acid* The crystals
grew as flat hexagonal plates up to 2" in diameter, and
4" thick*
The susceptibilities are completely defined by
measurements parallel with and perpendicular to the
crystallographic c axis, whose direction lies perpendicular
v
to the hexagonal plates*
For the direction perpendicular to the c axis, long
strips were cut from a single crystal with a fine hacksaw
blade, end were shaped lay^ hand, using a razor blade and
fine glass paper to make oblate spheroids about 2 cm long,
and 0*5 cm in diameter* These specimens were a tight sliding
*.' •
fit in the normal susceptibility specimen boxes*
" For the direction parallel with the c axis, compound
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specimens were prepared from four or five separate discs
out from a crystal, and mounted above each other* The two
end pieces were tapered to approximately elipsoidal shape*
In order to minimise olignment errors, the faces of the
crystals which had grown in contact with the solution were
used as standard, rather than those which had been in
contact with the Petri dish*
The samples were carefully weighed, and the
susceptibilities measured in the liquid hydrogen and
helium temperature ranges, in the normal way* The results
as shown in Figures 10*7,8,9 and 10 as plots of reciprocal
susceptibility against temperature have been corrected
for shape*
Results and Discussion*
«TT
TT
The ^-values of i&i and Hi in bienaith ma^iesium
nitrate (quoted by Bowers and Owen, 1955) which is
isomorphoue with the two salts measured, are 1*998 end
2*54 respectively at liquid nitrogen temperatures* Unlike
lanthanum eobclt nitrate (Leask and Wolf, 1963) the ions
in the two different types of lattice sites both have the
sane isotropic g-v&luee* Thus, the expected Curie constants
calculated from these ^values (assuming effective spins
fi/2 for Mn?F and 1 for Nl ) are 4*370 end 1.255 respectively*
Parallel to the c-axis (Figure 10,7), the susceptibility
of lanthenum manganese nitrate obeys a law: *
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- 4,280/W f 0.36)
in both liquid hydrogen and liquid helium temperature
ranges* As in the other oases, the law was obtained by
applying a 'least squares' statist leal method to the
experimental date* Perpendicular to the c axis, the
law iss ~
?C
' m ~ 4*28^P t 0*42),

In contrast with lanthanum cobalt nitrate (Leask and Wolf,
1962) the Weiss constants of this material are relatively
isotropiOi as well as the Curie constants* They are also
smallt as expected for a dilute magnetic material, and
antiferromagnetic in sign*
Parallel with the c axis (Figure 10.9), the susceptibility
of lanthanum nickel nitrate obeys a laws /tjj * 1.247/Cf t^0*14)
while perpendicular to the c axis (Figure 10.10), the
relationship 1st - 1.239/(f -1-0*51)
Thuaf for all four measurements, the measured Curie
constant is lower than the calculated value* but the
discrepancy is not serious* The Curie constant la related
to the square of the &-value» so that the error is
approximately doubled from the g~valu@ to the Curie constant.
In view of the difference in host lattice and temperature
of measurement, as well as the unspecified error in the
e-velue measurement, the agreement is very good.

10.13

temperature independent contributions to the
ausceptibility were negligible togr comparison with the
experimental accuracy. Thus, to a very good approximation,
only the ground atatea of Mn11 and Ni11 are populated
in these compounds.
Aa in lanthanum cobalt nitrate, the interectiona
ere all email, and antiferroaaagnetic, and arise from
the combined effect of dipole-dipele and exchange
1 .-1
interactions.
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Abstract*

Detailed teehniques and suitable apparatus for producing
single crystals of rare earth and yttrium gallium and
iron garnets, according to the flux technique of Nielsen,
are described. A similar method has been shown to be
successful in producing single crystal® of rare earth and
yttrium aluminium garnets, and an improved melt composition
has been discovered* A number of crystals of yttrium and
lutecium gallium and aluminium garnets doped with various
concentrations of other rare earth and parsaagnetie ions
have been prepared for resonance and speetroseoplc work*
In addltlo^ the pure rare earth gallium garnets from
gadolinium to ytterbium inclusive, as well as ne0dymiumt
and the aluminium garnets from gadolinium to ytterbium
inclusive have been obtained as single crystals*
Methods for producing polyeiystalline garnet samples
are reviewed, and a satisfactory and convenient way of
.
,
j
preparing pure and doped poly crystalline aluminium garnet
samples developed* In particular, a number of small samples
of dysprosium aluminium garnet (DAG) doped with various
i
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was made*
polycr stalline blocks of yttrium, neodymium,
..»-•.»
ytterbium gallium* and yttrium, dysprosium, terbium
H

a

*

holmium and erbium aluminium garnets were prepared for
specific heat samples, but the conditions neceesei-y for
sintering to a highly compact form were not discovered in
'

\,

«

every csse*
Samples of praseodymium gallium garnet and dysprosium
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almainate (DyAlOg) were prepared in a similar way*
The possibility of using the Vemeuil flame fusion
technique for preparing single crystals of dysprosium
aluminium garnet is discussed, and various attempts described*
The paramagnetic susceptibilities of all the pure
rare earth garnets mentioned, and of some of the dilute
samples, were measured in the liquid hydrogen and helium
temperature ranges, and the experimental method is discussed
in some detail* The results are considered with respect
to the paremagnetic resonance measurements made on the
•doped* crystals, and with respect to the effects of crystal
field splittings upon the rare earth ions*
A historical survey of the experiments performed upon
BAG is given, together with the theories and motives inspiring
them* The effects of impurities on the susceptibility of
DAG, and the anomalous a.e. and d*c* susceptibility effects
observed in BAG samples in different physical states are
described and discussed, and tentatively regarded as
v super»paramagnetismt « The susceptibility of a sphere of
single crystal B&G was very carefully measured, and shown
to undergo an entiferroaegnetic transition at 2.49°K.
Using cry stenographic data on the garnets, end
resonance results on Dy in aluminium garnets, the sublattice
ordering below the transition is deduced.
Specific heat measurements on BAG are reported, and
the results after correction confirm the sublattice ordering
and transition temperature deduced from the susceptibility
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measurements*
The magnetic moment of an oriented spherical single
crystal of BAG has been measured as a function of strength
end angle of applied magnetic field, end these results
are shown to eccord with the deduced sublattice ordering
arrangement
. Depending upon the direction of the applied
i\
field, one,two or three of the antiferromegnetic sublattices
are forced to become ferromagnetic in a sufficiently high
field below the transition temperature. The observed
magnetisations are compared with expected values deduced
from crystallographic and resonance work* A method for
working sin&ie crystals of garnet into a sphere is described,
together
with an orientation procedure using ae-ray back
*••
reflection photographs* and the onisotropy of the magnetisation
with angle*
The magnetic properties of various oxygen-europium phases
have been investigated at liquid nitrogen, hydrogen and helium
temperatures. The reported ferromagnetlsm of UuO has been
confirmed, but the published Curia tesaperature, extrapolated
from magnetic moment measurements* has been corrected from
77 to 80°£ by direct observation. A phase previously thought
to be Su^ftOg, or Bu^O^ has been tentatively identified as
BiioSiCL, and shown to undergo a ferromagnetic transition
between 4.2 and 14°Kf conclusions very recently vindicated
ty magnetic moment and other measurements on Bu^StO^. The
eoopound Bu^ has a a»a»«tie treaasition between 4.2 and 14°K
but the susceptibility measurements do not show unajabiguously
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whether this Is to ferro* or anti^erromagnetisou The magnetic
properties at hl^ier temperatures are very unusual, and are
probably to be explained by the presence of 1$ of BuO as
impurity in the sample, BUgO^, i» accordance with expectation
seems to be almost dlamagnetic,
has been, shown to undergo an antiferromagnetlc
ordering trensition at 3*4°&» while I^OQ ^remains paramagnetic
to the lowest temperatures measured*
The susceptibilities of Odlg and TbFg have been
waeured at liquid helium and hydrogen temperatures, and
their chemical purities deduced from the results* The
susceptibilities of GdQF, $yQ3Pf HdO# and ErOF are reported,
and the expected general similarities of their behaviour
with the corresponding garnets discussed* CMOF and DyOP
both appear to undergo antifextenagnetic ordering, though
the results for OdOF are not unambiguous.
The susceptibilities parallel with, and perpendicular
to the crystallographie c-exis of lanthanum nickel and
lanthanum manganese nitrates have been carefully measured,

